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INTRODUCTION 
Present practices in harvesting and giIming the American cotton 

crop are generally different from those followed only a few years ago 
and are decidedly different from practices followed in the early years of 
commercial catton :production in the United States. 

Before the saw gill was invented and patented in 1794, the cotton 
fibers were pulled from the seed by laborious methods on the farm; 
in fact, the separation of the fibers from the Beed was considered as 
much a part of the initial production as were the growing and the 
harvesting of the crop. Between 1794 and 1820 many of the first saw 
gins were established on farms and plantations throughout the 
country, p..ud the separation of the fibers from the seed, now known as 
"ginning", continued to be a farm operation. 

1 The fiber qnallty aspects oUhls stndy are a part oUhe program of work of the Cotton Utility and Stand
ards Research Section under the Itadershlp of R. W. Webb. Oredlt Is due T. L. W. Balley, Jr., assistant 
cotton technolOlllBt, for valuable ald In the p!'!lparatlon of tlhl manuscript. 

36731·-86-1 
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As growers devoted more and more time and thought to problems 
of production, outside capital found an opportunity in the business of 
ginning. In this way the growing and the ginning of cotton haye 
become two distinct but closely related forms of enterprise. 

It has frequently been alleged that considerable damage to Hnt 
cotton has resulted from improper ginning. Although any damage 
that might have occurred may be attributed in part to this factor, a 
large proportion is due to the manner in which the cotton is harvested. 
For example, each year many of the gins are required to handle varying 
quantities of seed cotton that have not been carefully picked and that 
possess a moisture condition which is unsuitable for proper ginning. 

Moisture in seed cotton is one of the most important factors affecting 
the operation of a cotton gin and the quality of the ginned lint. It 
is generally understood that lint cotton of inferior preparation is 
frequently the result of gimwl.g seed cotton that has not been properly 
conditioned, early cotton that is "green-sappy", or cotton that is 
damp, dew-laden, or rain-soaked. Commercial gins are forced to 
handle appreciable quantities of such seed cotton, with the unavoid
able result of inferior prE'pal'l1tion in the lint and a consequent reduc
tion of spinning and monetary values (5)2. 

The importance of the moisture problem in relation to the ginning of 
the American cotton crop is, for example 3, indicated by estimates 
which show that in the ginning season of 1931, a period of relatively 
little rainfall, about a hn,lf million bales, or 24 percent, of all cotton 
I-h inches staple and longer and more thfLn 1 million bales, or 8 per
cent, of cotton shorter thtm llr, inches staple were ginn('c1 while too 
green or damp for the best &inning results. In 1932, a year in which 
rainfall was heavier in the gmning months, these figures amounted to 
over half a million bales, or 35 pel'(\Lnt, for cotton of the longer staples 
and over 2 million bales, or 20 percent, for the shorter sttLple cotton. 
It is of interest to observe that, in the 10 years next preceding 1933, 
weather conditions in the ginning months resembled those in 1932 in 
more seasons than they did the conditions in 1931. 

:Moisture in seed cotton varies not only from year to year for the 
Cotton Belt as a whole but also from section to section and from time 
to time within a given season. In 1932, the moisture problem was 
most acute in the Stu,tes east of the Mississippi River and in the Delta 
sections bordering on the west. For example, the quantity of the 
longer staple cotton which was too damp for best ginning amounted to 
as much as 40 percent for Mississippi and as low as 4 percent for Ari
zona; the shorter staple cotton of such condition approximated more 
than 40 percent in Georgia and only about 3 percent in Oklahoma. 

Besides the rainfall thlLt occurs during the ginning season, other 
factors contribute to tho importance of the moisture problem in 
cotton. Picking is often started early in the day before the dew on 
the cotton has disappeared. An appreciable quantity of the cotton 
picked each day, therefore, may be damp or wet. Cotton that is 

2 Italic numbers in pllrentheses refer to Liternture Cited, p. 56. 
3 Preliminary surveys benring on tbe moisture problem of cotton, n~ reh,ted to ginning, were made during 

tbe ginning sensons oC 193t und 1D32. Lint samples were collected periodically tbrougbout tbe Cotton Belt: 
tbey werosubjeeted to moisture determinations and the findings werorelated to availablo ralnfatl data. On 
tbe basis oC these data, of the finding~ bero reported, nnd oC information reported by the Dureau otAgricultural
Economics tor tbe production ot American cotton during the corresponding seasons, an estimate bas neen 
made of the quantity ot cotton tbat posaesaed too hlgb moisture content ror proper ginning for eacb ot the 
two IeIIODlI, 
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picked so soon after opening that its ee greenness" has not had oppor
tunity to dry out by exposure to sunlight or dry winds, is often too 
damp for proper ginning. Stalks of rank growth sometimes prevent 
green, dew-laden, damp, or wet cotton from receiving sufficient 
exposure to sunlight for drying prior to picking. Cotton pickers, 
employed and paid on the basis of gross weight picked, are mclined 
to mclude in their pickings many of the greener, heavier locks. 

Most cotton farms are without suitable facilities for drying or 
storing cotton that has been picked too green or damp for best ginning 
results. Improved highways and modern means of transportation 
encourage the delivery of seed cotton at the gin very soon after it is 
harvested. These factors, together with the necessity for prompt 
repayment of crop loans and the need of cash to meet current outlays 
for picking, have encouraged ginning immediately after harvesting, 
regardless of the moisture content of the seed cotton or of other 
conditions which may make the cotton unsuitable for proper ginning. 
As a result of these conditions it appears that the difficulties encoun-. 
tered by both growers and ginners are increasing in number and 
degree from season to season. 

The United States Department of Agriculture, realizing the need 
for and the benefits that would accrue to cotton growers from the 
development of methods and equipment for artificially drying seed 
cotton, began an intensive study of the subject in 1926. Information 
on the rate of ginning and on the moisture condition most conducive 
to good ginning was obtained in Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, 
and other cotton-growing States where the problem appeared to be 
acute. Many drying tests were made in 1926, 1927, and 1928 by 
engineers of the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering (formerly the 
Division of Agricultural Engineering in the Bureau of Public Roads). 
During this period several small drying units were tested, and three 
full-sized cotton-drying outfits of different designs were constructed 
and tested at a regular four-stand gin. Simultaneously, the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics developed methods of fiber analysis in 
connection with the cotton standardization work in its Division of 
Cotton Marketing. These developments laid the foundation for 
many of the experimental and statistical methods that are being 
employed in the cotton-ginning investigations. 

In 1930 Congress authorized an investigation of cotton ginning 4 

and made an appropriation to begin the studies. A cotton-ginning 
laboratory was constructed at Stoneville, Miss., facilities for fiber 
analyses were made available, and the investigations were rapidly 
put under way. 

PURPOSES OF STUDY 

The objectives of this study were: (1) To show the relationship 
betweAn the moisture content of seed cottons (undried) and some of 
the quality elements of ginned lint, (2) to determine the extent to 
which artificial drying, within a specified range of temperatures, 
reduces the quantity of moisture in seed cottons of different moisture 
contents and in the resulting ginned lint, (3) to show the comparative 
effects on certain quality elements of ginned lint and cottonseed, 

• (46 Stat. 248.) 
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and on the mechanical operation of the gin machinery, produced by 
¢nning seed cottons of different moisture contents without condition
rug, and portions of the same seed cottons after artificially drying 
at varying temperatures, and (4) to determine the proper drying 
temperatures for seed cottons of different moisture content. 

COTTONS, EQUIPMENT, AND METHODS USED 
SEED COTTONS 

The seed cottons used in this study are listed in table 1. An iden
tification number is assigned to each cotton, as shown, and thei! 
cottons will be referred to hereafter by their respective numbers. 



TABLE I.-A partial description of seed cottons used in tests and some evaluations for their seed, fiber, and ginned lint, 1931-33 

Ifnrvestlng !IIois- I Laboratory determinations I Classer's appraisals 

ture 

content 


Crop year and lot Variety Place or growth 
 BSdeter-lw I htlwelghtlp IUpper IVariamined e g orUnt ~opor- quartile bllity IStaple trJ
Date Stnge Orade'by oven oflOO from 100 tlC!n of fiber or fiber length' 

tests seeds seeds hnt length' length' ~ 
t;!1--1--1--1--1--1--1--

1931 Percent Grams Grams Percent Inches Percent Inche3 g
No. 35____________ __ DelCos 6106________ Burdette, Miss______________ Sept.4________ FirsL_______ •• 19.4 12.785 5.568 30.3 1.386 57.7 1~. S.M.,B.
No.36._____________ MissdeJ No. 4_____ Stoneville, Miss___________ __ Sept. 8-9___________ do_________ IS. S 13.126 5.S75 30.9 1.318 61.6 Hi. S.M.,O.
No.39______________ Wilds No. 2_______ Trail Lake, Miss____________ Sept. 9_____________ do________ . 10.5 15.404 6.532 29.S 1.409 58.7 1%. O.M.,B. ~ 
No. 411.._ __________ MissdeJ No. 3_____ Stoneville, l\1L<S_____________ Sept. 14--15_________ do_________ 11.9 14.453 6.492 31. 0 1.415 55.5 1%. O.M.,D.

No.4L____________ Dixie Trlumph____ Baton Rouge, Ln_________________ do______________ do_________ 17.3 13,211 6. 737 33.S 1.000 4S.1 2%. M.

No. 46______________ Cook 588__________ Auburn, .Als________________ Sept. 21-23_________ do_________ 10.5 11.29S 6.551 36.7 • 90S 63.2 % S.M.,Sp• 

No. 47..____________ strain 58_ Rnleigb, N. 0 _______________ Sept.20-30____ Second________ 26.4 11.804 6.352 35.0 1.202 44.7 1\-3. M.,Sp. ~
Me.~ican 

No.48.____________ MissdeJ No. L____ Stoneville, Miss_____________ Sept.28_______ Firs!..________ 7. S 14.206 6.345 30.9 1.347 55.0 1%. O.M.,B. :;;;NO.51.___________ ._ MissdeJ No. 3__________ do______________________ • Sept. 29-30 _________ do_________ 7.2 13.500 5.479 28.9 1.329 44.8 1~2 O.M.,B.+
NO.53____________ ._ D. P. L. 8________ . Scott, Miss__________________ Oct. L _____________ do________ • 7.2 12.058 6.541 35.2 1.043 58.5 1\-32 M. 5 

NO.54..________ . ___ Wilds No. 3_______ Pnnther Burn, Miss.________ Sept. 28-30_________ do_________ 6.S 13.539 5.555 29.1 1.360 66.0 1~. O.M.,B.

No.56______________ DeltntypeWebber_ Long Switcb, Miss__________ Oct. 3-5____________ do_________ 10.2 IJ,i S.M.,D.
14.032 5.657 28.7 1.383 55.5
No.58______________ D. P. L. 4--8_______ Jackson, Tenn ______________ Sept. 30___________ do_________ 11.3 12.121 6.93S 36.4 1.1iO 61.5 111. S.M. 
No.59_______ •______ DelCos 719_________ Stone"ille, Miss_____________ Oct. 8-9____________ do_________ 7. S 14.031 5.951 29.8 1.286 74.5 1%. M. ~ No.60______________ MissdeJ No. 1.____ McCnrJey, Miss ____________ Week Oct. 5________ do_________ 10.7 11.672 5. 90S 33.6 1.263 63.5 1%. M.,B.
No. 62___________________ do_____________ 'Valls, Miss_________________ Oct. 13_____________do_________ 7.5 1:>.240 5.941 31.0 1.256 67.0 1~ S.M.,B. t::1
No. 65______________ MissdeJ No. 4_____ Stoneville, Miss_____________ Oct. lIH6_____ Second________ 22.3 12.545 6.245 33.2 1.117 53.7 1\-3. L.M.
No.7S______________ 1Ifissdel No. L _________ do_______________________ Nov. 23-30 _________ do_________ 15.0 13.427 6.955 34.1 1.285 65.0 1%. L.M. 

1932No. 101_____________ Kasch_____________ Edroy, Tex_________________ Aug.3________ First_________ _ ~ 7.9 11.619 ~~ 37.S 1.000 77.5 1 0.111. QNO.103_____________ Missdel No. 4_____ Winterville, Miss___________ Aug. 16 ____________ do________ _ 13.5 10.S94 6.E 36.5 1. 27S 63.2 1%. O.M.,B.
NO.104 ____________ DeICos 531. ________ Stoneville, Miss_____________ Aug. HH7_________do________ _ 13.7 11.228 6.~ 31.5 1. 241 90.6 1%. O.M.,C.+No. 105_________________ do_________________ .do_______________________ Aug. 22____________ do_________ 16.4 11. 942 6.W 30.4 1.307 68.1 l~i. S.M.,C. ~ No. 106__________________ do_____________ Oreenville, l\fiss____________ Aug. 23____________ do_________ 12.5 13.555 6.914 30.4 1.362 64.6 ltf. S.M.,B. t;!No.107_____________ MissdeJ No. 3_____ Stoneville, Miss_____________ Aug. 30____________do________ _ 14.6 13.340 6.m 2S.2 1.290 50.0 1%. S. M., C'+ t::1No.10S_____________ Missdel No. 4 __________ do_______________________ Aug. 31. __________ .do________ _ 13.7 11.198 6.~ 1.207 85.0 1%. M.,B.
NO.I09_____________ Mebnne___________ Lockhnrt, Tex______________ Aug. 29-30 _________ do________ _ 12.4 10.661 ~U .987 65.7 3~. 1II. (")
No.112_____ •• ______ AcaJa_____________ Blytheville, Ark____________ Sept. L _________ . __ do________ _ ~ 33.1 65.3 M.15.0 9.983 ~m 1.031 H~. oNo.113_____________ DeUos 531. ________ Stoneville, Miss_._.._______ • Sept.6________ Second _______ _ 16.2 10.483 ~~ 30.9 1.259 i4.5 1%. S.L.M.,C.
No.l14.___________ MissdeJ No. 4_____ Winterville, Miss _________ •• Sept. 7 _____________ do________ _ 13.4 12.541 a_ 30.5 1.138 58.2 1%. S.L.M. ~ 
NO.lI5_____________ Stoneville No. 2___ Griffin,On________________ .• Sept.IHL____ First_________ _ 11.7 9.888 a~ 37.2 1.079 64.4 1\-3. M. oNo.1I6___ . _________ Cook 588_________ . Auburn, .Ala________________ Sept. 2-3___________ do________ _ 14.4 11.492 6.W 36.9 ,947 63.5 % S.M. ZNo.11S__. __________ DelCos 531. ________ Stoneville, Miss___________ •. Sept.12-13____ Second_______ _ 9.6 11. 333 ~~ 30.1 1.285 68.2 Hi. M.,C.+
No.119_____________ D.P. L. 4--S_______ Daton Rouge, J,n____________ Sept.5-IO_____ First_________ _ 12.5 11. 343 6.m 36.2 1.115 72.2 111. S.M.No. 120__________________ do_____________ Belle Mina, Aln_____________ Sept. 3-11__________ do________ _ 14.4 10.284 6.~ 37.2 1.045 55.3 3\-3. S.M.
No.121.___________ • Missdel No. 3_____ Stoneville. Miss____________ Sept.15-16____ Second________ 13.4 13.589 am 28.2 1.321 67.7 l~i. M.,C.+
No.I22_____________ Aca1a No. 5_______ Jackson, 'l'ellll ___________________ do_________ First_________ _ 14.6 12.S64 a~ 29.4 1.138 68.6 111. S.M. 

See rootnotes on p. 6. en 



TABLE 1.-A partial description of seed cottons used in tests and some evaluations for their seed, fiber, and ginned lint, 1991-99-Continued O:! 

Harvesting Mois- I Laboratory determinations I Classer's appraisals 
ture 	 ~ 

content c 
Crop year and lot Variety Place of growth asdeter-/weight/weight/propor_1 Upper IVaria

Dato Stago Grado'mined oC 100 oC lint tion oC quartile billty Staple §
hyoven seeds Crom 100 lint fiber oCflber length I 

tests seeds length 1 length 	 8 
-----i-----------_---------!--I--I--I--I--I--I--I---- i;

Percent Gram! Gram! Percent Inches Percent IncheaNo.12L_________ ._ DeUDS 531._______ _ Greenville, Miss___________ _ Sept. 16_______ Second________ 10.5 13.099 5.337 28.0 1.307 85.5 1%. M.,B.No. 126____________ • _____ do____________ _ Stoneville,l\liss_____________ Sept.23-24____ Third_________ 11.2 	 10.961 4.669 29.9 1.237 76.4 1%. M.,B.No. 131_______ . _____ D.!'. L. 4-8______ _ 	 Belle MinR, AIR____________ _ Sept.25_______ Second________ 16.2 
Britton, Tex_______________ _ 10.205 5.787 36.2 1.038 M.9 I~io M.,Sp. 

No.l34..____________ DeUDS 531._______ _ Stoneville, Miss____________ _ Oct. 6-7_______ Third_________ 10.3 
No. 133_____________ Harper Certlfled__ 	 Oct. L________ First_________ 13.7 12.263 7.058 36.5 .975 56.4 aJi. M. I10.651 4.634 30.3 1.233 85.4 H~ S.L.M.,B.No.l37_____________ Aclda____________ _ Jacksol!t Tenn______________ Oct.3-5_______ Socond________ 13.3 11.602 5.948 33.9 1.214 65.3 1%. M.No.13L___________ D. P. L. 4-8_______ Baton j~ouge, La____________ Oct. 10_____________do_________ 12.7 10.767 6.485 37.6 1.128 68.6 IH6 M.,~.
No.14L____________ DeUDS 531..______ _ Greenville, Miss___________ _ Oct.I8-19_____ Third ______ .__ 12. a 11:30.1 5.476 32.6 1.398 54.7 1%. ~ 
No.142..___________ D_ 1'. L. 4-8______ _ Belle Mlna, Ala____________ _ Oct. 20________ _____do_________ II. a 1,1: 129 6.201 35.8 1.149 60.8 lJi. 'f.-"f..i.'+ 

11. 532 6.676 33.0 1.326 74.4 lJi L.M.,B.No. 144_____________ 1DeUDS 531._______ _ 	 Stoneville, Miss _____________ Oct. 24-25 __________ do___ ,.____ 11.4 en 
Britton, Tex_______________ _ o

No.145_____________ Harper Certifled __ 	 Oct.24________ Second________ 9.0 12.622 7.449 37.1 .957 52.4 3~2 S.M. ~ 
1933No. 201.____________ Kasch_____________ 	 Edroy. Tex_________________ Aug. IG-11. __ -' FirsL_________ 18.6 12.893 7.771 37.6 1.026 l~. S.L.M. ~ No.2tI2..____________ DeUos 531. ________ 	 Groonville, Miss__ .-________ Aug. 15-16_________do________ 75.8117.5 10.827 5.057 35.9 1.232 92.4 Itfo S.M.,C.No. 203_____________ Cook 307__________ 	 1'rattviJIe, AIB ______________ Aug. 15____________do_________ "(b16.1 12.357 6_918 35.9 1.043 73.4 3~. G.M.,Sp.No. 204..____________ DoltDS 89__________ 	 Stoneville, Miss_______ •_____ Aug. 22-23_________do_________ 14.2 11.718 5.680 32.6 1,298 86.4 S. M., C.No. 205.____________ 	 Leland, Miss________________ Aug. 15____________ do_________ 1~ t:fDeltatype Webber 	 16.2 12.555 6.280 31.7 1.349 72.7 1 ~ S.M.,O. t>:jstrain 9.No. 206_____________ Kasch_____________ 	 Aug.24_______ Second________EdrOY~-------------_---	 10.8 e.900 7.144 35.5 1.035 63.0 1 M.No. 209____________ D. P. L.IL______ 	 Scott, . __________________ Aug. 28-29 ____ First._________ 

No. 210_____________ D. P. L. 10________ _____do_________________ •_____ Aug_ 29_______ _____ do_________ 12.4 10.760 7.197 40.1 1.195 74.1 lJi S.M.,B. ~ 
15.8 12.349 6.851 35.7 1.160 78.0 1%. S.M. _____ do_________ _____ do_________No. 211_____________ Missdel No. 4_____ 	 StoneviJIe, Miss_____________ o24.6 12.072 6.363 34.5 1.279 74.3 I~~. M .• B.+No.214_____________ Deltos 531. ________ 	 Greenville, Miss____________ Sept.4-5______ Socond________ I:Ij12.6 11. 1~'9 5.857 34.5 1.2:14 93.6 1%.

No.215_____________ Missdel No_ 3 _____ 	 Austrnlla Island, LB_________ Sept.6________ FirsL_________ 11.g 13. gn 6.845 32.9 1.2fl7 77.2 Mr.?HioNO.217____________ Stoneville 2-A____ • 	 Magenta, Miss______________ Sopt. 7_____________ do_________ B.20.2 11.782 6.205 34.5 1.241 81.9 H~. S.L••'il' >
No.218____________ Coker No. 5_______ 	 Clemson Colloge, S. C ______ Sept. 2-4___________ do_________ 18.2 11.615 7.319 38.7 1.125 67.9 Hi. M.,Sp. o 
No.219_____________ Missdel No. 3_____ 	 Stoneville, Miss_____________ Sept. 6_____________ do_________ 14.6 12.857 6.322 33.0 1.343 63.2 M.,D.+ ~ No. 220_____________ Cook 307__________ 	 Prattville, Ala____________ ._ Sept.7________ Second________ I~Ii. 1 II. ().~O 6. 2.~0 ~6.1 1_005 68.9 S.M. oWilson, Ark_________________No.221_____________ Wilson type_______ 	 Bept.8________ lo'irsL_________ 24.4 II. 710 6.105 J4.3 .993 67.1 3~2 L.M.No.223_____________ Kasch_____________ 	 Edroy, Tex ____________ ..___ Scpt.8-9______ Third_________ IJ.9 11.224 6.643 37.2 1.018 70.6 lHo S.L.M.No.226____________ Doltos 9252 ________ 	 Stoneville, :HIss___•_________ Sopt.19_______ }'irst__________ 11.8 6.480 33.5 1.343 68.4 lH. S.M.,n. ~" 12.845No. 227_____________ DeltDS 719_________ 	 Magenta, Mho!._____________ Sopt. 21.___________do_________ 11.9 12.997 7.262 35.8 1.154 64.8 U~ S.M.,B.
No. 228_____________ Cook 307______ . __ • 	 Prattville, Ala____________ • Sept.18______ • Third_________ 7.0 10.203 6.750 39.8 .974 	 72.7 % S.M. ~ No.229___________ Stonevllle No. 4___ 	 Stoneville, Mlss_____________ Sept.27_______ Firs!. _________ 13.5 14.469 8.226 36.2 1.185 79.3 S.M.No.243_____________ Doltos 531. ________ 	 Greenville, Miss_________ •• _ Nov. I. _______ Tl'Jrd _________ H32 tt1. 

10.3 II. 684 5.844 34.5 1. 2i4 n.3 1%. S.L.M. 

I Lint hand-pullQd Crom sood. J Longest sample oC ginned lint sample from each lot oC cotton used in these tests. 
1 See Quality Determinations. p. 11. • Grnde of sample Crom the lIndried portion oC the seed cotton ginned with a loose seed roll. 
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The seed cottons were obtained from nine States in the Cotton 
Belt. Southern agricultural experiment stations supplied 20 of the 69 
cot.tons used; cotton breeders, and the increase parties who grow 
purebred seed for them, 24; and large plantation owners supplied 25. 
The cottons were selected to represent pure varieties of uniform types 
of American upland cotton with the special purpose of obt.ainIng 
cottons of wide ranges in moisture content and length of staple. 
After the cottons were ginned, the staple lengths of all the samples 
from each cott.on were determined and the staple length shown for 
each seed cotton in table 1 is that of the longest sample obtained. 
The grade was also determined, and the grade shown for each seed 
cotton is that for the sample obtained with the undried seed cotton 
using the loose seed roll. 

Al! picking and handling of the selected cottons were performed 
under the supervision of or in accordance with instructions from a 
representative of the ginning laboratory. Promptly, or shortly 
after the time of harvesting, each lot of cotton not obtained locally 
with the exception of cotton no. 47, was transported by motor truck 
to the ginning laboratory. vYhile being trucked to the laboratory, 
the seed cotton was covered 'with a tarpaulin and th\~ top layer of 
cotton was sacked in canvas bags in an effort.to hold to a minimum 
the moisture changes that might occur in transit. Cotton no. 47 
was shipped by freight and soon after arrival was wet down by rain. 
Cotton no. 65, obtained locally, was also wet down by rain. 

Since the moisture content and staple length of cotton so defmitely 
affect ginning, summaries and cross classifications of these character
istics of the seed cottons are shown in table 2 fO"..' each year and for 
total of the 3 years. On the whole, there is a more-or-less even 
distribution of these conditions over a relatively wide range. 

TABLE 2.-Di.~tribution by moi,~ture content and slaple length grOlLps, 0/ seed 
cottons used in the test.~,/rom the crops 0/1931, 1.932, and 1933 

Staple·length group 

Year and molsture-content group (percent) 
All lengths Hto 3 ,."

inches 
1 to 1~2 
Inches 

H. to U" 
Inches 

IH inches 
and longer 

1931: Number Number Number Number Number 
16.0andahove._._••••••••• ,_ •. ,, __ ._.
12.0 to 15.9._. __ •••••••••.••____ •• _____ 
8.0 to 11.9_____..___.._________ .. _.,.. 

6 
I 
5 

I 
_____ . __. __ . 

1 

2 
I 
1 

2 1 
........... _ ......_..... 

I 2 
Below 8.0----_...--............-----.'1__-;:-:6+._••_.._._--_--;:-.. 2 4 ......... _.. 

All groups.......................... 18 2 1----;;-1----:7,,1"".:..:.:.::.:.:..:.:..:::3 


1932: 
16.0 and above....__.........._....... 3 1 ............ 2 ..........__ 

12.0 to 15.9............................ 17 4 6 7 __ .......... 

8.0 to 11.9........__ ......... __ ........ 8 1 2 5 ____........ 

Below 8.0 ..._.....__ ..........__.... __ 1 ........____ I ....... __ .............__ 


9 l-I ~ ... " -- ..... ----
1933: 1-

All grOUPs..__................... __ .I~==29=I====6=1====I,===,I,,;,;;;.;;;;;;;;; 


16.0 and above__...__••• __...__....... 9 3 3 2 1

12.0 to 15.9.._ ...__••••• ___••• ___ •••.• 6 2 2 2···-..--·-i·8.0 to 11.9.....__....._._ •.•_....._.. .. 6 2 3 ... ---------
Below 8.0~_....__.......__ ............ I I ··-;:-··.1.·••...... .. 

~-

..:;;.:--~·
__-=.1___-=+._--_--_"_··...... __ -·_..:..--;,:.··:-'·I;;.··;,:.·;,:.·-;,:. .. 
All groups....._.___•••_•••••___.... 2'~ 5 7 3 

All years: 1=======1=======1=======1======1'======= 
16.0 and above._••••___ •••______•••_.. IS 5 6 6 2 
12.0 to 15.9_.__ •••• __ .................. 24 4 9 9 2 

8.0 to 11.9._____• ____ ...____........... 19 3 5 9 2 

:ilelow 8.0. __..... .......... __• _____ ••1 ___ 1 __ .=.=--;,:...:;;.:--:.:..:;-_ __--:::-18 -:-::-1 -;:;:3,,1__---,==4. ...;;.:

1All groups. __._•• __ •• ____....__ ... __ 69 13 :l2 28 8 
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DRYING EQUIPMENT AND GIN MACHINERY 


VERTICAL SEED.COTTON Drum 

The drying unit used in these experiments was of the vertical design, 
developed and built by the ginning labora.tory at Stoneville; Miss. It 
employed the seed-cot ton-drying process previously developed by the 
Department of Agriculture (2). Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic 

--------*.~,------------------------------------------------------------~-------------, 

Jlnloadlnq
(an 

MODEL B 
SP~IT SUCTION 


SINGLE fAN ME:THOD 


FIGURE I.-THE VERTICAL SEED COTTON DRIER DEVELOPED BY THE UNITED 
STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL,URE. 

Model A Is the principal and model B Is an alternate method at teedlng. 

sectional view of this vertical seed-cotton drier and indicates the 
route of the cotton through the unit. 

The double-fan tvpe of installation, model A, used in the tests here 
reported employed" the following items of equipment: (1) One no. 30 
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18-blade unloading fan operating at 2,000 revolutions per minute; 
(2) one stationary-screen separator, 45 inches wide; (3) one no. 35 
18-blade hot-blast or drying fan operating at 1,800 revolutions per 
minute and delivering an average hot-blast volume of 4,150 cubic feet 
per minute from and at a temperature of 70° F.; (4) three 2-row 
sections of I-inch fin-type copper-tubing 90ils with 2-inch globo valve 
for each section; and (5) one 30-horsepower vertical gas-fired steam 
boiler operating at 100 pounds gage. 

The period of exposure of the cotton in the drier is about 15 seconds. 

GIN MACmNERY 

The gin stands used were 70-saw double-rib huller of brush and 
air-blast types, each of which was operated in combination with its 
associated big-drum feeder. Unit condensers, from which the ginned. 
lint samples were taken, were used in cC'nnection with each gin stand. 
Either a stationary-screen separator or a revolving-screen separator 
was used to remove the seed cotton from the conveying ail' current, 
and from the separator it was distributed to the feeder. 

METHODS 

GINNING PROCEDURE 

Upon arrival at the ginning laboratory, every lot of seed cotton was 
carefully composited by hand when unloaded, and thoroughly mixed 
in an effort to insure a uniform distribution of moisture as well as 
other characteristics. Small samples of seed cotton were selected at 
random throughout the mass of each cotton, they were placed im
mediately in 6 to 8 airtight tin containers, and were reserved for 
moisture determinations. In the light of the relatively small varia
bility in results obtained, this method of samplin~ is considered 
reliable. An additional representative sample, Welghing approxi
mately 3 pounds, was reserved for other purposes. The remaining 
seed cotton was then divided into lots of known weight in conformity 
with the requirements of the tests. 

Different lots of each of the various cottons that were employed in 
drying tests were dried once in the double-fan vertical drier (fig. I, 
model A) at 1,2,01'3 of the drier temperatures of 150°,170°,185°, 200°, 
210°, 220°, 230°, and 250° F. A single section of the blast heater 
generally afforded sufficient heat for maintaining 150° at the inlet of 
the drier; two sections were used for ranges between 150° and 200° 
and three sections were necessary for tests between 200° and 250°. 
Samples of seed cotton, after drying, were taken in the manner 
described for the undried material. 

Portions of some of these cottons were sun-dried, and portions of 
some were stored and turned by hand periodically in an effort to dry 
them and to provide information on some of the more common 
methods of conditioning for comparison with effects of artificial drying. 
In these tests the portions of the seed cottons that were sun-dried were 
spread in layers of 4 to 8 inches on tarpaulins and exposed to the 
direct rays of the sun from 2 to 4 days. The stored lots were spread 
in layers 'about a foot in depth on the floor of a sheet-iron building 
and were turned by hand 2 or 3 times each day during. the storage 
period of a week or more, depending on the prevailing weather 
conditions. 

36731°-36-2 
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Equal quantities of the unconditioned and conditioned lots were 
conveyed by air through either a stationary-screen separator or a 
revolving-screen separator, before being delivered to the gin stands. 
The two types of separators employed the same fan and had the same 
function. Since no significant difference was found in qunlity ele
ments between numerous lint samples from the same cottons handled 
by the two separators, cottons run through each of the two types were 
therefore combined in the statistical analyses later described. The 
separators were opera.ted at a constant speed. 

Portions of all the seed cottons were ginned on a brush-type double
rib huller gin after being handled by the big-drum cleaning feeder 
ordinarily used with each gin. Portions of many of the cottons were 
similarly ginned on an air-blast-type gin. Since for the purpose of 
this report the gin stand is considered only as a means for providing 
~ned lint on which to study the effect of artificial drying, and since 
It was observed that the effects of drying seed cotton were similar 
when ginned on either type of gin, the results shown in this report 
relate only to the brush-type ~in. 

The effects of seed-roll densIty were so pronounced that every test 
was made with both loose and tight seed rolls. In the absence of a 
satisfactory mechanical indicator, the seed-roll densities were main
tained as uniformly as possible, by regulation of the rate of feed 
commensurate with the desired density. That is, the gin operator 
by observation of a combination of the height and density of the seed 
roll and by the" feel" of the roll, re~ulated the rate of feed to main
tain a uniform loose seed roll or a uniform tight seed roU as desired. 

The gin saws were 'run at or near the speed recommended by the 
manufacturer, and were maintained at these speeds by the use of 
variable speed controls. The gin stands and other auxiliary ginning 
machinery employed in these e:-.:periments were new equipment and 
were maintained in proper adjustment and repair. 

Weights were obtained of foreign matter removed during the ginning 
process on aU lots, and of ginned lin t and seed on selected lots. Power 
readings were taken from the saw shafts in ginning certain of the lots 
from the 1933 crop. Drier temperatures were maintained by manual 
control of a valve on the steam line to each blast heater. 

Portions of many of the cottons were handled by different types of 
cleaners and extractors, and were ginned at or near the manufacturers' 
recommended saw speed. Some of these were also ginned at different 
saw speeds. The effects of these various machinery set-ups and ~meeds, 
however, are beyond the scope of this bulletin. " 

During each test, after the desired conditions had been acquired and 
maintained for a short period of time, a representative sample of 
ginned lint, weighing approximately 2 pounds, was taken at the con
denser for the purpose of fiber analyses and classification. The results 
of fiber analyses and classification studies made on a series of samples 
taken from each of several hundred tests confirm the representative 
natur~ and reliability of this method of sampling. Additional 
samples were taken simultaneously at the condenser and were placed 
in lurtight tin containers for use in determining the moisture content 
of the ginned lint. Repeated moisture tests have revealed that this 
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procedure of sampling is sufficiently accurate for the purpose of the 
study. . 

From some of the cottons, representative samples of cottonseed were 
collected at the outlet of the seed conveyor, during the time the de
sired ginning test conditions prevailed; a portion was placed in air
tight containers for moisture tests and the remaining portion was 
reserved for other analyses. Numerous moisture tests taken in this 
manner indicated that the sampling error was insignificant. 

QUALITY AND MOISTURE DETERMINATIONS 

The samples of seed cotton and ginned lint reserved during the 
ginning tests were subjected, in the Stoneville and Washington fiber 
laboratories, to careful analyses involving measurement and evalua
tions of the elements of quality which are now measurable (3,4, 14). 

Moisture determinations were made on samples of each of the seed 
cottons reserved prior to the ginning tests, and on samples of seed 
cotton, cottonseed, and ginned lint selected during the ginning test. 
These moisture determinations, with the exception of those made on 
cottonseed, were made in drying ovens according to the method for 
textile materials as recommended by the American Society for Testing 
Materials (1). The moisture content of the cottonseed was ascer
tained to a fair degree of accuracy by boiling a 50-g. samplein:ll:ylene 
for a period of about 30 minutes, during which aU of the free water 
was distilled out and caught in a graduated distillation trap 5 (16). 
The water reading was then convcrtcd into terms of moisture per
centa~e. In all cases, the moi.sture percentage is expressed in terms 
of mOIsture content; that is, as percentage of the original weight of the 
sample. 

Color measurements were made by means of a disk colorimeter 
developed in the Washington fiber laboratory of the Bureau of Agri
cultural Economics 6 (10,11,12). 

The color of an adequate area of the sample is matched against the 
composite color of a standard series of disks used on this instrument. 
The readings obtained are converted into the color attributes recog
nized by the normal eye, and by which any color may be specified. 
Brilliance, that attribute which is a measure of the light-to-dark 
quality of color, is the chief color measurement used to study the 
samples of ginned lint, since the main color improvement to be made 
by methods of ginning is that of brightening the lint samples. Chroma 
refers to the depth of color, that is, to the creaIniness, stain, etc. of the 
cotton. 

Length-distribution studies were made in the fiber-array labora
tories. The samples from the seed cottons employed in the ginning 
tests were conditioned and the fibers from 4 samples of 25 seeds, each 
selected at random from each seed cotton, were carefully "butter
flied /I and removed by hand.7 The total weight of the lint and of the 

• This method provided results sufficiently accumte for this study and was practicable because of Its 
rapidity. 

6 NICKERSON, D. APPLICATION OF COLOR lIEASUREMENTS IN THE GRAPING OF AGruCU1.TUR.lL 'PRODUCTS. 
A. PRELIMIlURY REPORT. U. 8. Dept. Agr., Bur. Agr. Econ. 36 pp. 1932. [Mimeographed.) 

I The operations Involved In making tho fiber arrays and In the tests for lint Index and lint percentage
were performed In a laboratory having B standard condition of the atmosphere, namely, 65 percent relative 
humfdlt.Y and 70· F. temperature. 

http:AGruCU1.TUR.lL
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seed from these samples was determined to provide It lint index and 
lint percentage (9). Using the method developed in the Washington 
fiber laboratory of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, a-rrays were 
made of the lint from 3 of the 25 seed samples and usually 3 arrays 
were made of selected ginned-lint samples 8 (17). The distribution of 
fiber length in each array was determined by weighing groups of 
fibers representing each length interval of measurement on a micro
torsion balance. Averages of the data from the three arrays were made 
and the upper quartile 0 length was calculated and used as a basis of 
determining the effects of the various methods of conditioning and 
ginning on fiber length. The fiber-length variability was determined 
from the middle 80 percent of the cumulative weight percentage of the 
fibers in the length nrray. This was calculated by subtracting the 
length at the 90- from that of the 10-percent point, dividing the result 
by the length at the 50-percen t poin t, and mul tiplying by 100 to convert 
to percentage. This calculation provides an index for comparing the 
effects of the different methods of ginning on the uniformity of fiber 
lengths. 

Strength tests were made in the Washington fiber laboratories on 
especially selected samples from the ginning tests by a revision of the 
method and. apparatus developed by Chandler in that laboratory.!O 
A bundle of fibers \VIIS combed, wrapped, and subsequently broken 
in a textile-testing machine. The machine breaks thus obtained were 
corrected and expressed as strength in pounds per square inch of cross
sect,ional area of the bundle of fibers. 

The ginned-lint samples obtained from the ginning tests were 
classed by Government classers according to the official cotton 
standards (13). During the 1932 and 1933 seasons one classer was 
assigned to the ginning laboratory, H:1d he made the classifications 
with much care, making not only an initial classification but also a 
comparative class of the samples within each series of samples reprl)
senting a particular cotton. 

In the classification of the samples, grade and its separate factors 
of color and leaf were recorded for each sample. Table 3 shows the 
code indices assigned to grade and to two of its components-color 
and leaf. These indices correspond to the numerical designations of 
the white grades according to the universal cotton standards for 
gradp-o 

a WEBB, R. W. PROBLEMS ANO RESEARcn METOOOS IN COTTON GINNING. A 1'ltELUUNAltY REPORT 
U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Agr. Econ. 12pp., ilIus. 1020. [Mimeographed.] 

o'rho upper quartllo length Is tho length oC tho fibors at the 25-percent point on the length-cumulatlvo
weight percent curve beginning with the longest fibers. 

100nANDLlm, E. E. A NEW METHOD FOR DETERMINING TOE STRENGTH OF COTTON. A PRELIMINARY 
REPORT. U. S. Dept. A!!I'., Bur. Agr. Ecnn. 16 Pll. 1026. [Mimeographed.] 'l'he metbod actually used 
bus been improved by otbers In tbls Bureuu's laboratories, 
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TABLE a.-Schedule for cot/on classer'$'urade and jor the grade factors oj color and 

leaf based on the univer8al 8tandard8 for white grades 

Orado andOotlo ClossUniversal standards equIvalent 	 grade·factorIndex limits I designation 

0.60-0.82 M.F.+ 
Middling FaIr •••••••••"""""'" _._......................... • 83-1.16 M.F• 

1.17-1.40 "M.F.
1.5IH.82 S.O.M.+ 

Strict Oood Middling •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 	 1.83-2.16 S.O.M. 
2.17-2.40 S.O.M.
2.50-2.82 O.M.+ 

Oood Middling •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 	 2.83-3.16 O.M. 
3.17-3.40 O.M.
!j. 50-3. 82 S.M.+ 

Strict Middling.................................................. 4 	 3.83-4.16 S.M. 
4.17-4.49 S.M.
4.50-4.82 M.+ 

Middling........................................................ 0 	 4.83-5.16 M. 
0.17-5.49 M.
0.00-5.82 S.L.M.+ 

Dtrlct Low Middling...................., ....................... . 6 	 5.83-6.16 S.L.M. 
6.11-6.40 D.L.M.
6.50-6.82 L.M.+ 

Low Middling................................................... 7 6.83-7.16 L.M. 
7.17-7.49 L.M.-

S. O. 0.+ 
Strict Oood Ordinary ............................................ 8 7.83-8.16 S.O.O. 

8.17-8.40 S.O.O.
8.50·8.82 0.0.+ 

Oood Ordlnary •• __ .............................................. o 	 8.83-0.16 0.0. 

0.17-0.49 0.0. r""'" 

I For use In conversion or code Indices Into de~lgnations of grade'and Its component factors color and leaf 

Preparation of cotton 1}' inches or longer in staple was designated 
according to the tentative standards for preparation of American 
upland cotton 6f 1* inches and longer staple, namely, A, B, and 0, 
for Strict Middling, Middling, and Strict Low Middling grades 11 

(13). Each preparation designation was further divided into three 
equal steps, makmg possible the designation of nine degrees of prepara
tion. The nine steps were indicated by attaching a plus or minus 
sign to the letter designation. PreparatIOn of cotton shorter than 1* 
inches was compared with that of the white grades to which it most 
nearly corresponded. Additional descriJ;ltive preparation steps were 
used for cotton of both length categoncs, ran~g from below the 
lowest of these steps, through "gin cut." Table 4 is a code of 
preparation indiceF! for cotton 1 *inches and longer and for cotton 
shorter than 1* inches, respectively, and shows what may be con
sidered as generally comparable steps in the two length groups. . 

II For detailed discussion or theso standards see the fo);ilWlng: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT or AGRI' 
CULTURE, DUREAU or AGRICULTUBAL ECONOMICS. DANDROOK FOR LICENSED CLASSIFIERS (u. S. COTrON 
STANDARDS ACT). 30pp. Revlsed,1031. [Mimeographed.] 

http:0.17-0.49
http:8.83-0.16
http:8.50�8.82
http:8.17-8.40
http:7.83-8.16
http:7.17-7.49
http:6.83-7.16
http:6.50-6.82
http:6.11-6.40
http:5.83-6.16
http:0.00-5.82
http:0.17-5.49
http:4.83-5.16
http:4.50-4.82
http:4.17-4.49
http:3.83-4.16
http:3.17-3.40
http:2.83-3.16
http:2.50-2.82
http:2.17-2.40
http:1.83-2.16
http:1.5IH.82
http:1.17-1.40
http:0.60-0.82
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TABLE 4.-Schedule for cotton claBser's designation of preparation 

Designation 
Code Class 
Index limits I 

Cottons 1~ Inches f:.:ld longer Cottons shorter than 1~ Inches 

A+_ _______________________ __ ____________ Middling Fnlr__________ •____________ _ 
A ____________________ ,___________________ strict Good Mlddling________________ _ 1 0.50- 1.49 
A- _ _ ______________________ ______________ Good Mlddllng_______________________ 2 1.50- 2.49 
B+____ __ _____ __ _____ ___ ___ ___ _______ __ __ Strict Middling______________________ _ 3 2.50-3.49 
B ______ ________ ___ __ ___ ___ __ __ ___ __ ____ __ Middling_______________________•____ _ 4 3.50- 4.49 
B-______________________________________ Strict Low Mlddllng__________________ 5 4.50- 5.49 
0+____ __ __ __ ______ __ ____ _____ ____ ___ ___ _ Low Middling_______________________ _ 6 5.50- 6.49 
C________________________________________ Strict Good Ordinary________________ _ 7 6.50-7.49 
C-__________________________ ________ ____ Good Ordinary ______________________ _ 8 7.50- 8.49 
D+___ _____ ______ ____ ____ __ ______ __ ______ Ordinary_____________________________ _ 9 8.50- 9.49 

10 9.50-10.49D______________________ __________________ Inferior_____________________________ __ 11 10.50-11.49D-________ .. __ .. __________________ ______ __ "Dogs"______________________________ _ 12 11.50-12.49 
13 12.50-13.49Gin cut_ _________________________________ Gin cut. ______________________________ 

1 Used In conversion of code Indices Into letter designations. 

Staple was classed against the official cotton standards for length. 
Table 5 is a schedule of the codes used in converting the fractional 
designation to decimal inches. 

TABLE 5.-Schedule for cotton classer's designation of staple length 

Class limit Class limitDecimal Fraction Decimaldecimals 1 decimals 1 

Inches Inche~ Inch .. Inches''}i.lnch_________________ } O. 8073-0. 8177 IJ.{n- Inches_____________ } 1. 0460-1. 0572 
'~i.+ Inch_______________ 0.812 ll,.lnches _______________ ..8178- .8281 1.062 1. 0573-1. 06772%._ Inch_____________ .. } Hi6+ Inches____________ •· 8282- • 8385 1. 0678-1. 07812%.lneb_________________ H32- Inches..___________ }.844 • 8386- • 8489 1. 0782-1. 08852%2t Inch_______________ 1%2Inch__ .._____________· 8490- • 8593 1.094 1.0886-1.0989%- nch_________________ } 1%.+ inches..___________ · 8594- • 8697 1. 0990-1.1093tB IncL_________________ Hfl- Inchcs______________ }.8750 • 8608- • 8802 1. 1094-1.1197%+ Inch_________________ Us Inches..______________· 8803- • 8906 1.125 1. 1198-1.1302
'%2- Inch_______________ } .8007- _9010 1~B+ inches_.---------___ 1. 1303-1_ 14062%.lnch_________________ .006 .0011- _9114 1%2- Inches_____________ } 1. 1407-1.1510H32 inches _______________'%2+ Inch____ .---------- .9115- .9218 1.156 1.1511-1.1614'?i.- Inch_______________ } . 9211l- _9322 1%2+ Inches_____________ 1.1615-1.1718'?i. Inch_________________ _938 · 9323- • 9427 Hi.-Inches_____________ } 1. 1711l-1. 1822'7i.+ Inch_______________ Hi. inches_______________.9428- .9531 1.188 1. 1823-1. 1927Hi.+ inches_____________•9532- • 9635 1.1928-1.2031'.'- 1''''-_____________________---------!3~3.lnch _969 · 9636- • 9739 1. 2032-1. 2135m, -1"""--------_3).i2+ inct'_______________ 1%2 inches.._____________ ----!· 9740- • 9843 1.219 1.2136-1.22391- Ineb__ ._______________ .9844- .9947 1;~2+ Inches_____________ 1.2240-1.2343linch ___________________ H4- inches______________1.000 · 9948-1. 0052 1. 2344-1. 24471+ Inch__________________ IH inches..______________1. 0053-1. 0156 1.250 1. 2448-1. 2552
1).i2- inches_____________ } 114+ Inches ______________t0157-1. 0260 1. 2553-1. 26561).i2Inches_______________ H~2- Inebes_____________ }1. 031 1.0261-1. 0364
1).i2+ Inches_____________ 1%2 inches_______________ e- 2657-1. 27601.0365-1.0468 1.281 1.2761-1.28641%2+ Inches_____________ 1.2865-1.2988 

1 Used In conversion of code Indices Into fractional length designations. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

'rhe data for the seed cottons employed in the drying tests were 
grouped according to temperature ranges of the hot air at the inlet of 
the drier, to which the seed cotton was subjected. The data for the 
cottons dried at each temperature range were subdivided on the basis 
of staple length, then by moisture content, and finally by density of 
seed roll. 

The drier temperature groupin~s used are as follows: (1) 150° F., 
(2) 170° to 200°, (3) 210° to 230 , and (4) 250°. Two staple-length 
groups-l~ mQhee and longer, and shorter than IYs inches-were used. 

http:12.50-13.49
http:11.50-12.49
http:10.50-11.49
http:9.50-10.49
http:8.50-9.49
http:7.50-8.49
http:6.50-7.49
http:5.50-6.49
http:4.50-5.49
http:3.50-4.49
http:2.50-3.49
http:1.50-2.49
http:0.50-1.49
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The moisture-content groupings selected were: (1) 16 percent and 
above, (2) 12 to 15.9 percent, (3) 8 to 11.9 percent, and (4) below 8 
percent. The two degrees of seed-roll density employed were loose 
and tight.

The average moisture content of the seed cotton and of the ginned 
lint, and the average of each quality element of ginned lint was then 
calculated for both undried and dried samples from portions of the 
same seed cottons. These paired averages of undried and dried 
samples are shown in the appendix (tables 22 to 25) by the four drier
temperature ranges used. 

The average grade for cottons 1% inches and longer was obtained 
by adding together the numerical value of the two grade factors, color 
and leaf, dividing the sum by twice the number of samples in the lot, 
and attaching to this average the corresponding average of prepara
tion e}"-pressed in letter designation. The average grade for cottons 
shorter than 1}' inches was obtained by adding together the numerical 
values of color, leaf, and preparation, and dividing this sum by '(;hree 
times the number of samples in the lot. This procedure was followed, 
instead of averaging the grade of the individual samples as designated 
by the classer, in order to preserve in this final average the minute 
effects of conditioning or drying on either of the grade components. 
This method of calculating an average gl"ldfl assumes equal steps 
between the several grades. It is realized ~llat the steps between 
grades are not equal but no other method of averaging seemed so 
practical. To facilitate the averaging of samples classed as spotted, 
the spotted designation was replaced by reducing the color factor one 
full step, thus making the resulting grade more nearly equivalent to 
the white standard. The leaf designation was used as indicated. 

Staple length was designated in intervals of one thirty-second of an 
inch and converted into decimal values for averaging. The final 
average staple length of a group of samples was converted from the 
code or decimal value to a fractional vaIue and expressed in the 
nearest thirty-second inch group with a plus or minus sign, by the 
use of the schedule shown in table 5. 

Since the same seed cottons do not appear in each moisture group
ing, and since portions of the same cottons were not always dried at 
each of the temperature ranges, the differences between paired aver
ages of each moisture group, and at each drying temperature, were 
used instead of the absolute values to determine the influence of 
artificial drying on the moisture content of the seed cotton and 
ginned lint, and on the quality of the ginned lint. Differences between 
undried and dried samples were calculated from the paired values in 
tables 22 to 25 and are shown for seed-cotton and lint-moisture con
tent, and for each quality element in tables 7 to 16 by the 2 staple
length groups, 2 seed-roll densities, 4 drier-temperature ranges, and 
4 moisture-content groups. Although many of these differences are 
of small magnitude, most of them were found to be statistically 
significant. The fact that consistent tendencies are shown in repeated 
tests is in itself an indication of significance. Since portions of the 
same seed cottons always entered into averages that are compared, 
all of the results are based on paired observations. 

As a direct result of this pairing of the seed cottons, a high correla
tion naturally existed between the two single lint samples of each pair 
entering into the averages. This element of correlation between the 
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paired observations makes the apparent small differences between 
some of the averages all the more significant. The degree of signifi
cance of the mean differences wai:l determined by the use of Student'sI': 
D}ethod and probability table for ascertaining the significance of thr. 
difference between paired observations (8). 

Scatter diagrams of the individual differences between paired 
samples of lint ginned from portions of the same seed cottons are pre
sented for each of the quality elements considered and for moisture 
content. The data shown as averages in tables 6 to 16 arc plotted as 
individual differences in figures 2 to 12, respectively. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Before describing the experiments and presenting the results of 
studies, it seems appropriate to point out the primary conditions that 
have been recognized as variables affecting the quality of the ginned 
lint and have been controlled or measured, and to mention the 
secondary conditions, both those that were held constant and those 
not controlled. 

Moisture content of the seed cotton, length of staple, and temper
ature of the air in the vertical drier in their separate and combined 
influences are the primary conditions of experimentation considered 
in this analysis. 

Recognized and controlled secondary conditions may be generally 
described as the ginning process. These include seed-roll density, 
type and complexity of the cleaning and extracting machines, fineness 
and shape of saw teeth, speed of saws, etc. With the exception of 
seed-roll density, the effect of each of these conditions was eliminated 
by the use of a constant set-up throughout the experiments. In this 
presentation the other conditions have been held constant, and no 
attempt is here made to measure their influence. 

Secondary conditions that were not controlled may be grouped 
generally as variety and quality of the seed cotton, and weather 
conditions. Seed cotton has such variables as length variability; 
stren~h and type of fiber; shape, weight, and fuzziness of the seed; 
tenaClty of attachment of the fibers to the seed; and quantit,y and 
type of foreign matter in the seed cotton. Weather conditions 
refer to the prevailing relative humidity and temperature at the time 
each test was made. It is recognized that these factors are not unim
portant, but any effect exerted by them would tend to be overcome in 
averaging the quality elements of several cottons. Sufficient cottons 
were not available to permit consideration of a wide range of theso 
secondary conditions under narrow limits of primary conditions. 
However, some of the irregularities of the results presented in the 
subsequent tllbles are due, no doubt, to inherent differences in the 
seed cottons that were not completely eliminated. 

Had aJequate conditioning facilities been available at the labora
tory to vary the moisture content of separate portions of the same 
seed cottons, certain irregularities due to inherent characteristics of 
the seed cotton would have been eliminated. However, since these 
facilities for conditioning large quantities of seed cotton were not 
available, it was necessary to use different seed cottons in each 
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moisture-content group. In certain resJ?~cts, this arrangement is 
very desirable in the beginning, inasmuch as it affords an opportunity 
to study these practical problems under natural conditions; that is 
to say, the removal of moisture from, or the addition of moisture to, 
seed cotton by artificial conditioning alone would not have represented 
the range of natural and practical conditions of the seed cotton in
volved in this ginning problem. 

If seed cottons of only a relatively high moisture content (16 
percent or more) had been employed, the adjustment of the moisture 
content of aliquot portions to successively lower percentages would 
have required drying at successively higher drying temperatures, or 
for lon~er periods, or both. Obviously such a method of procedure 
would mtroduce other variables and effects. 

On the other hand, if seed cottons of only a relatively low moisture 
content (below 8 percent) had been used the adjustment of the 
moisture content of aliquot portions to successively higher percentages 
would have necessitated the addition of water in. some form. It 
would have been practically impossible to have added moisture 
uniformly to all of the seed cotton in a given portion without con
tinued handling. This additional handling would have added 
variables to the ginning results that could not properly be attributed 
to the moisture content. 

It also would have been difficult if not impossible to have obtained 
seed cotton having a moisture content equiva.lent to that of very 
"green" cotton had either the very wet or very dry cottons been 
nsed, and the moisture content of different portions of each cotton 
adjusted artificially to the desired moisture percentage. 

It is believed, therefore, that the use of different seed cottons in 
each moisture group offers the best possibility at, present of obtaining 
results of the most practical application. As regards the temperature 
phases, portions of the same seed cottons were not dried at aU of the 
drying temperatures reported in these tests because sufficient quan
tities of every seed cotton were not available to make these z1:ad other 
ginning tests. However, portions of the same seed cotton were dried 
at three of the temperatures in a number of instances. Where it was 
possible for different portions of each of several cottons to be dried at 
three temperatures, the laboratory and classing results obtained for 
such cottons, or those considered in connection with table 19, were 
substantially the same as the results shown by the difference tables 
7 to 16 for the tests in which portions of each cotton were not always 
dried at each of the temperature groups shown. 

MOISTURE IN SEED COTTON AS RELATED TO PREPARATION OF 
GINNED LINT 

Moisture in seed cotton affects the quality of ginned lint primarily 
in a single grade element-preparation. Preparation (3; 13, p. 11) of 
ginned lint is by definition a function of the ginning process rather 
than an inherent quality of the seed cotton, although the character
istics and properties of the seed cotton play an important part. It 
seems desirable, therefore, that the relationship of moisture in seed 

36731·-36--3 
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cotton to the preparation of ginned lint be pointed out before the 
resultS-of the drying tests are presented. 

The data for the undried portions of the 63 seed cottons used in the 
drying tests were divided into 2 staple lengths, and 4 moisture groups, 
as previously explained. The average moisture content of the seed 
cottons, and the average moisture content and preparation of the 
ginned-lint samples were then calculated for both loose and tight seed
ron ginnings for the number of cottons appearing in each moistUl"e 
group. The results are given in table 6 and figure 2. 

TABLE 6.-Relatio1!ship oj the average moisture content oj undried seed cottons and 
the average preparation oj the ginned lint samples 

COTTONS IJ.i INCHES AND LONGER 

Seed cotton Ginned lint 

Seen-rollMoisture MoisturedeusityMoisture content content contentLot Preparation(percent) attimeoC acter 
ginning ginning 

Percent Percent Code index De&ignalion 
16.0 and above••••• FOB. a.'. a6. 39, lOS, 113. } 18.2 {Loose.•••• 11.0 7. g C. 

202. 205, 211. Tight••..• 11. 2 8.5 C'. 
{Loose.•._. 0.5 7.1 C'.+12.0 to 15.0••••••••• INOS. lOt, 107, lOS, 121, } 13.8204, 209, 219. Tight..•.• 0.6 8.1 C. 

Nos. 40, 56, 60, 118. 123, {Loose•• _.• 7.6 5.5 B.8.0 to 11.9•••••••.•• 126, 134, 144. 215, 226, 11.0} Tight. •..• 7.5 6.6 C.+227. 

Below 8.0_••••••_._ Nos. 48, 51, .14, 62....__._ 7.3 
 {LOose•••• _ 5.9 5.5 D.-

Tight..... Ii. 9 5.5 B.-

COTTONS SHORTER THAN HB INCHES 
.",,-,~~-. 

160 and above I{NOS' 41. 47. 65, 131, 203, 19.8 {Loose..... 12.6 6.0 L.M. 
. ..... 217,218,220,221. } Tight••.•• 12.9 8.0 S.G.O. 

{NOS, 78, 109. H2, 116. {Loose••••• 9.0 6.0 S.L.M.12.0 to 15.0........._ 110,120,122, 133, 137, 13.0 
 Tight..... 0.3 7.2 L.M.139, 210, 229. 
80 to H 0 {NOS. 46,li8, 115,142, 145, {Loose..... 7.7 5.1 M.10.0. . .......... 206,223,243. 
 Tight.... 7.8 5.9 S.L.M. 

Below 8.0.......... Nos.li3, 59, 101, 226...... 7.7 


l 
{Loose..... 5.6 4.5 M. 
Tight..... 6.2 6.0 S.L.M. 

It is noted that relatively low ginning preparation is associated 
with seed cottons of the highest moisture content and that on the 
whole the preparation is better for the cottons of each succeeding 
lower moisture group. This tendency is shown by cottons of each 
staple-length group ginned with either seed-roll density. The loose 
seed-roll samples on the average are higher in prepara.tion than the 
tight seed-roll samples for the cotton of every moisture group except 
the lowest with the longer staple cotton. This indicates that a faster 
rate of feed is possible as lower moisture-content cottons are ginned. 

The preparation of the longer staple cottons is generally lower 
than that of the shorter staple cottons in corresponding moisture
content groups, showing that the unfavorable effect of moisture in 
the seed cotton tends to be more pronounced for the longer than for 
the shorter staple cottons. For example, the preparation of ginned 
lint that was obtained for th", shorter staple cottons averaging 19.8 
percent moisture in the seed cotton was similar to that for the longer 
staple cottons averaging 13.8 percent moisture. 
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There is a closer relationship between the moisture content of the 
ginned lint and preparation than between the moisture of the seed 
cotton and preparation. However, the cottons have been grouped in 
table 6, and in subsequent tables, .on the basis .of moisture content 
in the seed cotton because, from the practical standpoint, the deter
mination of moisture in the lint could not be made prior to ginning. 

The purpose, then, of artificially drying seed cotton is to lower the 
m.oisture content, especially of the fibers, in order that smoother and 
m.ore efficient ginning and a better preparation of sample will be 
obtained. 

COTTONS IVB INCHES AND LONGER IN STAPLE 
LOOSE SEED ROLL TIGHT SEED ROLL' 

LINT 
PREPARATION 

A 

A

e· 
B - .. .'. 
e-
C+ 

C 

C . 
o· A 
0 

0 5 10 15· 20 25 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
SEE:O'COTTON MOISTURE" (PERCENT) 

COTTONS SHORTER THAN I VB INCHES IN STAPLE 
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PREPARATION 

GM 
SM 
M 

SLM 
LM 
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GO 

o B 
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.EED-COTTON MOISTURE (PERCENT) 

FIGURE 2.-PREPARATION OF INDIVIDUAL GINNED-LINT SAMPLES AS RELATED TO 
THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE SEED COTTON AT TIME OF GINNING. 

Relatively low preparation 01 ginned lint Is usually associated with seed cotton 01 high moisture coutent 

WEIGHT OF SEED COTTON AND OF GINNED LINT AS AFFECTED BY 
ARTIFICIAL DRYING 

MOISTURE REMOVED FROM SEED COTTON 

The quantity of m.oisture removed from seed c.ott.ons of different 
moisture-c.ontent groups by drying at different temperatures is sh.own 
in table 7 and figure 3. Since tw.o p.orti.ons.of each l.ot.of undried and 
dried seedc.ott.ons were ginned with l.oose and with tight seed r.olls 
consecutively, the m.oisture c.ontent .of the tw.o p.orti.ons of seed c.ott.on 
g4m.ed with the two respective seed-r.oll densities were identical. 
M.oisture determinations, theref.ore, were made and rep.orted f.or only 
one portion. 

http:c.ott.on
http:p.orti.ons.of
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TABLE 7.-Moisture content of seed cotion: Average pounds of moisture per 100 
pounds of seed coUon, and average of the differences! between undried and dried 
portions of the same 8eed cotton 

COTTON Hs INCHES AND LONGER 

150° F. 170° to 200° F. 210° to 230° F. 250° F. 
Moisture content 


of seed cotton I 

(percent) Betore 'HemovEd Removed Removed RemovedBetore Betore Betoreby by bydrying drying drying dryingdrying drying drying dr~rng 

Pou7lds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pound. Pounds Pound.16.0 nnd above______ 16.3 2.9 16.6 3.2 10.1 3.7 16.4 2.912.0 to 15.0__________ 14. 0 1.8 14.0 2.2 13. 7 3.2 14.0 3.08.0 to 11.9___________ 10.8 1.1 10.7 2.2 11.6 1.4 10.5 2.1Below 8.0 ___________ 
---------- ---.. _----- 7.5 1.1 7.3 1.9 -----. ---- ----------

COTTON SHORTER THAN 1}~ INCHES 

16.0 and above______ 19.2 3.4 20.3 3.4 20.5 3.7 16.2 4.612.0 to 15.9__________ 13.6 1.5 13.6 2.1 14.7 2.7 13.7 2.68.0 to 11.9___________ 10.9 1.1 10.8 1.7 10.0 2.4 10.8 1.8Below 8.0 ___________ 7.9 .3 ---------- --------_.. 7.5 .0 

1 See tables 22 to 25 tor paired values from which these differences were calculated. 

In general, for each drying-temperature range, the amount of 
moisture removed from seed cotton by artificial drying increased with 
each succeeding higher moisture-content group. Part of the dis
crepancies to this relationship observable in table 7 are due to the 
fact that it was not possible to obtain seed cottons with the same 
moisture content before drying. Although several exceptions are 
noted, particularly at the highest temperature or 250° F., there was a 
tendency for each higher temperature to remove more moisture from 
cottons of the same moisture-content group. The differences in the 
effect of drying at different temperatures, however, on cotton of the 
same moisture group were much less pronounced than those of drying 
at anyone temperature when cottons of different moisture content 
were employed. That is, varying the temperature from 150° to 250° 
for cottons of the same moisture content, resulted in much smaller 
differences in the quantities of moisture removed, than was observed 
upon drying at a given temperature seed cottons that varied in 
moisture content from less than 8 to 16 percent or more. 

Moisture removed by drying the seed cotton at 150° F. varied from 
an average of about 1 pound per 100 pounds of seed cotton for cotton 
having a moisture content of less than 12 percent, to about 3 pounds 
for cotton having 16 percent or more moisture. At 210° to 230° 
drying temperature the average amount of moisture removed varied, 
on the average, from about 2 pounds for cotton having less than 12 
percent moisture to almost 4 pounds for cotton having 16 percent or 
more. Little if any additional moisture was removed by drying the 
longer seed cotton at 250°, over that removed by drying at 210° to 
230°. This is to be explained, in part, by the fact that the relative 
humidity of the hot air in the drying tower is very slightly less with 
a temperature of 250° than with a temperature of 210° to 230°. 
The capacity of this air to absorb moisture is, therefore (within prac
tical limitations which must prevent condensation inside the drier) 
only slightly greater. Another possible reason is that all of the free 
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moisture volatilizes at a drying temperature below the boiling point. 
of water, and drying at a higher temperature does not have an 
opportunity to remove any appreciable amount of internal moisture 
during the brief period of exposure within the vertical drier. 

The amount of moisture removed from fl, given lot of seed cotton by 
artificial drying is no doubt influenced both by the inherent charac
teristics of the seed cotton and bv the natUl'e of the moisture in the 
cotton. Moisture occurs in the fibers and seed and on their exterior 
surfaces, and it is reasonable to expect that their ratios will show 
considerable variation. That is, seed cotton when damp or wet from 
rain or dew will have excess moistUl'e largely on the exterior; whereas 
seed cotton exposed to continued damp or rainy weather and its 

COTTONS II1IINCHE:S ANO LONGE:R COTTONS SHORTER THAN 1111 INCHES 

·':'~r~i 1':+':-:-~H;J~tii14M 
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SE:E:O'COTTON MOISTURE (PERCE:NT) 

FIGURE 3.-DIFFERENCES IN THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF UNDRIED AND DRIED 
PORTIONS OF THE SAME SEED COTTONS. 

Within th~ JimiL' employed, the IlIlIount oC moisture removed by drying tends to in~ren$e with in~rcase In 
the moisture coutent of the seed cotton nnd with incrense in the drying temperuture. 

attendant high Telati\Te humidity, or cotton rcccntly picked from 
stalks of rank growth or heavy foliage, ,..-ill have a relntivcly high 
moisture content within the seeel and fiber substance. In the light 
of such considerations, it is evident, that, fTom a ginning standpoint, 
the absolute amount of moisture removed is, to some extent, of more 
significance thnn the relative nmount. 

MOISTURE REMOVED FROM THE LINT 

Artificial drying is more effective in removing moisture from cotton 
fibers (table 8 and fig. 4) than is indicated by the amount of moisture 
removed from seed cotton. Since the fibers (through their dimensions, 
relatively great surface exposures, Ilnd nnture) lue much more 
susceptible to drying than aTe the seeds, most or the moisture removed 
from seed cotton, during the short period of e:\.llosure in tho drier, 
comes from the lint rather than from the seed. ~Moreover, the seeds 
comprise about two-thirds of the weight of seed cotton, find the usual 
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moisture content of cottonseed is higher than that of lint. Results 
from moisture· tests of seed cotton, and eSp'ecially if the seed cotton 
has been artificially dried, do not necessarily indicate, therefore, the 
ginning condition of the fibers. Finally, the moisture content of the 
seacis is considerably less important from a ginning standpoint than is 
theruoisture content of the fibers, unless the seeds are so wet that 
they are soft or mushy. 

TABLE S.-Moisture content of ginned lint: Average of the differences I in pounds of 
moisture per 100 pounds of lint between lint ginned from undried and from dried 
portions of the same seed cot/on 

COTTON H~ INCHES AND J,ONGER 

Loose seed roll Tigh t seed roll 
Moisture content of 

_d cotton (P\lr
cent) 170° to 2100 to 170° to 210° to

lW°J." 250° F. 1[j(J° It'. 250° F.200° :F. 2.10° jo'. 200° }'. 230° F. 

Pound. Pound. Pound. Pound. Pounds Pound. POItnd& Pound,
16.0 and above______ 2.8 4.5 3.5 4.2 2.5 2.9 3.9 2.4
12.0 to 15.9______.-__ 2.5 3.1 3.1 3.6 2.1 3.3 3.6 3.68.0 to 11.9___________ 1.4 2.1 2.2 2.0 1.7 2.3 2.2 1.9
Below 8.0_____ ...... ..... .. 1.8 2.4 -- .. -..--_... "" ..... -.. _---- 2.1 2.6 ...._----_..---~---

COTTON SHOItTEIt THAN Us INCITES 

16.0 and above. ___ ._ 4.3 4.4 5. U 5.5 4 'J 5.0
12.0 to 15.9.___ • ____ _ 5.41' 5.23.1 3.8 2.3 3.2 3.0 4.08.0 to lUL_______ __ U ~:g 1.9 2.9 1.6 2.8Below 8.0___________ .4 ________ ._ 1.1 1.5 l:~ ____ .~~~ 

I See IIHl. tables 22 to 25 for paired mlues from which these dUYerenccs were calculated. 

It was found in general that the absolute amount of moisture re
moved from the fibers at each drying-temperature range wns greater 
for cottons of successively higher moisture-content groups and that the 
tendency of increasing the drying tempemture on seed cottons of the 
same moisture content wns to inerense the amount of moisture removed. 

With the shorter staple cottons the nbsolute amount of moisture 
removed from 100 pounds of lint by drying at a temperature of 1500 

F., varied from an avernge of about 1.5 pounds, for seed cotton having 
8 to 11.9 percent, to more than 4 pounds for seed cotton having 16 
percent or more. By drying at a temperature of 250 0 

, such moisture 
removals mnged from about 3 pounds to more thnn 5 pounds. The 
amount of moisture removed from the lint of the longer staple cottons, 
showed a similnr tendency with respect to cottons with moisture 
content of less than 12 percent. 

With the cottons having 16 percent or more moisture, smaller propor
tions of moisture were removed from the lint of the longer staple cottons 
than from the lint of the shorter staple cottons. However, this appar
ently grenter reduction in the moisture content of the ginned lmt of 
the shorter staple cotton is due, in a large measure, to the fact that 
the average moisture content of the shorter staple cottons, before 
drying, was considerably higher thun that of the longer staple cottons. 

liJxcept for the short cotton of this high-moisture-content group, 
the moisture remnining in the lint ginned from aU cottons having a 
moisture content above 12 percent wns approximntely 7 percent after 
drying at a temperature of 1.500 F. (table 22). Higher drying temper
atures reduced the moisture content of the ginned lint below this 
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!igure in many cases, particularly the ~h drying temperature of 2500 
• 

Moreover, the moisture content of lint ginned from seed cotton 
having a moisture content of less than 12 percent was reduced below 

COTTONS I~ INCHES AtlO I,.O.l'lGER 
LOOSE SEED ROLL TIGHT SEED ROLL 
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FIGURE 4.-DIFFERENCES IN THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF LINT GINNED FROM 
UNDRIED AND FROM DRIED PORTIONS OF THE SAME SEED COTTONS. 

Tbe amount of moisture removed from tbe lint tends to Inerense as seed cottons of successively blgber 
moL,ture content were dried. 

7 percent or in some instances as low as about 5 percent by drying 
even at the lowest temperature. Also, as higher drying temperatures 
were used. still further reductions were shown. 
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The amount of moisture removed from the lint by drying the seed 
cotton is importllllt from the stllndpoint of value, since all cotton is 
sold on the basis of weight. If a drying temperature is used that is 
higher than that required to dry satisfllctorily a given cotton, the 
weight of the lint will be unnecessarily reduced by the amount that 
the moisture content of thC'- lint is lowered below the usual moisture 
content of cotton picked and ginned under normal weather conditions. 
There are no official standards for moisture content in American 
cotton, but generally accepted trade practice recognizes a moisture 
regain of about 8.5 percent as the uSUlll allowable moisture in raw 
cotton (7). A regain of 8.5 percent is the equiYitlent of 7.8 percent 
moisture content. Therefore, if the moisture content of lint is not 
reduced below 7.8 percent by Ilrtificial drying, the loss in weight from 
the stlllldpoint of the lllarketing system cannot be said to be an eco
nomic loss. Howeyer, if only a relatively few growers dried their 
cotton before ginning, they would probubly be penulized by the 
umount of the loss in weight. By reference to tables 22 to 25, It will 
be seen that seed cottons having a moisture content. of ,8 to 11.9 
percent will generally produce, when ginned without drying, lint 
having a moisture content of 7 to 8 percent. 

Under present marketing pl'llctices in the United States, execss 
moisture in baled cotton is allowed for by dockage at the time of 
the original purchase of the cotton, in order to compensate for probable 
loss in weight as the cotton elI'ies out in stol'llge or in transit (6), page 
100. However, at present, individual buIes that are dried receive 
the same treatment. 

In order to study the eft'ect of artificiul drying on the weight of a 
bale of cotton of standurd size, a 3,000-pound lot of seed cotton, 
having a moisture content of 14,5 percent, WIlS divided into two equal 
portions. One portion WIlS ginned without drying, and the other 
nfter drying in the double-fan verticlll drier at 220 0 F. After being 
ginned and baled on September 9, 1933, the two bales were stored at 
Leland, :Miss., in a commercial compress having a roof, a concrete 
floor, and two open sides. The bales were wrupped with jute bugging. 

The moisture content of the undried bllle of lint at the time of 
ginning was 10.9 percent, and that of the dried, 7.8 percent. The 
bales w(,1'e taken to the compress immediately after ginning; they 
weighed 441 and 425 pounds, respectively, on ul'l'ivaI. They were 
reweighed each week for a period of 35 weeks. During the first 10 
weeks the bule ginned from the undried seed cotton lost 12 pounds, 
wherens the wmght of the bule ginned from the dried seed cotton 
chan~ed only slightly. After the twelfth week the undried bale 
remameti almost constant in weight while the dried bale gained, until 
at the end of the eighteenth week the dried bule weighed only 3 pounds 
less than the undried bale. This relutionship remained practically 
constant throughout the remainder of the test, 

:Moisture tests mllde after 35 weeks of storage revealed that the 
undried lint contained 8.6 percent of moisture and the dried 7.6 per
cent. This test shows thnt because of the evaporation of excess 
moisture, the undried bllie lost weight whereus the bale from dried 
seed cotton, which wus of approximately usual moisture content at 
the time of ginning, did not undergo any appreciuble change in weight; 
and that after a sufficient period of storage there is no material 
difference in weight of dried and undried bales. 
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QUALITY OF GINNED LINT AS AFFECTED BY ARTIFICIALLY DRYING 
SEED COTTON 

GRADE 

In presenting the effects of artificially drying the seed cotton before 
ginning, on the grade of ginned lint three methods are used. They 
are: (1) the presentation of classing data to show the effects on 
preparation, color, and leaf class~d first as separate factors of grade 
and then averaged to obtain the net effect on the grade; (2) the 
presentation of laboratory measurements of the brilliance of paired 
samples ginned from undried ;and dried portions of the same seed 
cotton; and (3) the use of photographic illustrations of samples 
ginned from equal portions of the same seed cotton, one portion of « 

which was ginned without drying and the other after drying. 
PREPARATION 

The quality element most noticeably benefited by drying the seed 
cotton before ginning is preparation, or smoothness of ginning. 
The improvement in preparation is closely related to the amount of 
moisture removed from the seed cotton, and more particularly to that 
removed from the fibers. The avera~e differences in preparation of lint 
ginned from undried and dried portIOns of the same seed cottons are 
shown in table 9. Differences between undried and dried samples of 
individual cottons are shown graphically in figure 5. It has been 
noted tliat, with seed cottons of successively higher moisture content, 
weater quantities of moisture were removed from the lint by the dry
mg process. These effects are highly related to preparation improve
ments That is, the beneficial effects on preparation of drying at 
either temperature range increased generally as seed cottons of each 
succeeding higher moisture group was dried and larger amounts of 
moisture were removed. The preparation improvements with the 
longer cottons having 12 percent or more moisture are similar to those 
with the shorter cottons having 16 percent or more moisture. How
ever, the preparation enhancements with the shorter cottons having 
12 to 15.9 percent moisture are usually higher than those of the longer 
cottons having 8 to 11.9 percent moisture. 

TABLE 9.-Preparation of ginned lint: Average of the differences 1 between the 
classer's designation of preparation of lint ginned from undried and from dried 
portions of the same seed cot/on 

OOTTON Ill! INOHES AND LONGER 

Loose seed roU Tight seed roU
MoIsture content of 

seed cotton \(Jcr' 170° to 210· to 170· to 210° tocent) 150° F. 250° :1<'. 150· F. 250° F.200° F. 230· F. 200° F. 230' }" 

Cod. Cod. Code Cod. Cod. Code Code Cod. 
point. , pointB' point.' po/nt.' point. , pointB' point. , po/nIB ,

16.0 and above. _____ 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.5 1.2 0.012.0 to 15.9__________ 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.0 1.4 1.9 2.0 2.0B.O to 11.9___________ .6 .6 .4 1.0 .3 1.0 1.0 .7Below 8.0___________ .0 .7 ---------- -- ...._--_ .... .0 .7 .. .... _----- ..~-.-------

OOTTON SllORTER THAN 13-i INOHES 

16.0 and above______ \
12.0 to 15.9__________ 2.21 3.01.81 2..712.0 I' a.o I 1.7 1.9 .6 1.78.0 to 11.9_________... 
Below 8.0__________ _ J ______~:~_ d ______ ~:~_ -d _______ ~:~ 

I See tables 22 to 25 for paired values from whIch these dltrerenccs were calculated. Minus sign (-)
indicates lower quality of lint from standpoint of preparation as n result of drying the seed cotton before 
Klnnlng.

'1.0polnt-J prepnratJonstep. See table 4. 
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FIGURE 5.-DIFFERENCES IN PR£PARATION. AS OBSERVED BY THE CLASSER. 
BETWEEN PAIRED SAMPLES GINNED FROM UNDRIED ANO FROM DRIED PORTIONS 
OF THE SAME SEED COTTONS. 

Within tbo limits employed, preparation Improvements as a result or dryIng are more pronounced as tbe 
moisture content or tbe seed cotton Increases. 
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The changes in preparation as a result of drying the longer staple 
cottons of the 8 to 11.9 percent moisture group were still favorable 
to drying; but with the shorter cottons of this moisture group, the 
imrrovements, in general, were small, particularly when the loose seed 
rol was used in ginning. The effects on preparation produced by 
drying cottons of a moisture content below 8 percent were so small 
and inconsistent for both long- and short-staple cottons, and even 
detrimental in some instances, as to suggest that cotton of this mois
ture content should not be artificially dried. 

Increasing the drying temperature above 150° F. for seed cottons 
of either moisture group resulted in only small additional benefits to 
preparation at the 170°-200° temperature range. Little or no further 
benefit was realized by drying at 210° to 230° or 250°. It would ap
pear therefore, that the drying temperature range of 170° to 200° 
removed enough moisture to put the seed cotton in the optimum gin
nin~ condition, and that any additional moisture removed by higher 
drymg temperatures was not reflected in further preparation improve
ment. 

Greater improvements in preparation of ginned lint were obtained 
generally, as a result of drying, for the longer staple cottons than for 
the shorter cottons. The apparent exception to this tendency, as 
shown by the data reported for seed cottons in the 16-percent-and
above moisture group is explained, in part at least, by the fact that 
the moisture content of the longer staple cottons averaged consider
ably less than that of the shorter staple cottons of the same moisture 
group (table 7). The average moisture content of the longer staple 
cottons in the 16-percent-and-above moisture group was only slightly 
above 16 percent for either group of cottom;, except for those dried at 
210° to 230° F., and only a little more tllnn 2 percent greater than 
the average of the seed cottons in the 12 to 15.9 percent moisture 
group. Probably this explains why the preparation of the lint ginned 
from the undried longer staple cottons in the 16-percent-and-above 
moisture group was only slightly lower than that ginned from the 
cottons in the 12 to 15.9 percent moisture group. This in turn ex
plains why the improvement in preparation as a resu] t of drying was 
no greater for the lint ginned from the seed cottons of the 16-percent
and-above moisture group than that of the lint ginned from the cot
tons in the 12 to 15.9 percent moisture group. 

When portions of these same longer staple seed cottons were dried 
before ginning, the preparation of lint ginned from seed cotton of the 
8 to 11.9 percent moisture group and that ginned from cotton in the 
12 to 15.9 percent group was practically the same, and was only 
slightly diffp,rent from that ginned from seed cottons in the 16-percent
and-above moisture group (tables 22 to 25). The improvements in 
preparation therefore, as a result of drying the longer staple cottons, 
were not any more pronounced for seed cottons having 16-percent-or
more moisture than for cottons of the next lower moisture group. 
However, had the seed cotton in this moisture group averaged about 
18 percent, or 4 percent above that of the cottons m the next lower 
mOIsture group, as did the shorter staple cottons, it would seem rea
sonable to expect that the improvement in preparation as a result of 
drying would have been more for cottons in the 16-percent-and-abQve 
moisture group than for those of the next lower group. 
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The preparation of lint of the shorter staple cottons, ginned after 
~g, was practically identical for cotton of each moisture group, 
dned at either temperature range, while the preparation of the lliit 
from the undried cotton was lower for each succeeding higher moisture 
group. The differences in preparation, then, between corresponding 
groups of undried and dried cottons were increasingly greater as 
cottons of each succeeiing higher moisture group were compared. 

TABLE 10.-Color of ginned lint: Average of the differences 1 between the classer's 
designation of color of lint ginned from undried and from dried portions of the same 
seed cotton 

OOTTON HR INOHES AND LONGER 

Loose seed roll Tight seed roll 
Moisturo content of 

seed cotton (per
cont) 170· to 210· to 170· to 210· to150· F .. 250· F. 1500 F. 250· F.200· F. 230· F. 200· F. 230· F. 

Code Code Code Code Code Code Code Code 
points' points' points 2 points' points' points' poinis I points • 

16.0 and above ______ 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.012.0 to 15.9__________ .0 .1 . 0 .5 O • .1 .0 .08.0 to 11.9___________ .2 .0 .4 .0 .2 .0 .0 -.3Below 8,0 ___________ .. _- .... ---..... .0 .0 ._-_.._---- _.. _------- 1.0 .0 ----------

OOTTON SHORTER THAN 1~' INCHES 

10.0 and above _____ _ 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.012.0 to 15.9_________ _ -.2 .0 .0 .2 .0 .38.0 to 11.9__________ _ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0Below 8.0 __________ • .0 ______• __ _ .5 _________ _ .5 _________ _ 

I See tables 22 to 25 Cor paired values from which these differences were calculated. Minus sign (-)
indicates lower qnallty oC lint Crom standpoint oC color as a result oC drying the seed cotton beCore ginning.

11.0 point=l color step. See table 3. 

COLOR 

The averages of the differences in the grade factor of color, as 
observed by the classer, between the lint ginned from undried and from 
dried portions of the same seed cottons are shown in table 10. Differ
ences between undried and dried samples of individual cottons are 
shown graphically in figure 6. Although the classer did not find a 
difference between the color of lint ginned from undried and dried 
cottons for most of the tests made, such chan~es as were observed 
showed an improvement in color for the drIed portions. There 
appears to be a slight tendency for the color to improve when cottons 
of the higher moisture content were dried. This was observed to be 
especIally true when the color of the lint ginned from the undried 
portions was sufficiently low to offer an opportunity for brightening 
as a result of proper drying and ginning procedure. That is, low
grade cotton, havlng a correspondingly dull color, would be more 
likely to be improved by drymg than would relatively high-grade 
cotton. 

Brighter color of the lint as a result of drying the seed cotton could 
result from several influences, either singly or in combination. 
Smoother preparation would tend to, cause the lint ginned from the 
dried cotton to appear brighter, in that the shadows would be less in 
evidence than in samples with rougher -preparation. The "fluffing" 
of individual locks in the:zigzag course of the seed cotton through the 
drying tower might tend to cause the lint to have a brighter appearance. 
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Color c!Jangtll are relatively sJD&ll but are llS1l8lIy favorable to dryInc. 
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Als01 to the extent that the dried seed cotton would respond more 
readily than the wet seed cotton to the cleaning machinery, the lint 
would appear brighter. However, no definite improvement in leaf 
content was noted by the classer in this study as a result of drying the 
seed cotton. 

LEAF 

The average differences in the grade factor of leaf content, as 
observed by the classer, between lint ginned from undried and from 
dried portions of the same cottons are shown in table 11. Differences 
for individual cottons are shmm graphically in figure 7. Obviously, 
improvement in the leaf designation refers to a reduced quantity of 
leaf or other foreign matter in the lint. 

TABLE H.-Leaf content of ginned lint: Average of the differences I between the 
classer's designation of leaf content of lint ginned from undried and from dried 
portions of the same seed cot/on 

COTTON I}s INCHES AND LONGER 

Loose seed roll Tight seed roll 
Moisture content of 

seed cotton (per·
cent) ]iOO to 2100 to 1700 to 2100 to1500 F. !!S00 F. ]500 F. !!S00 F.2000 F. 2300 F. 200° F. 230° F. 

Cod. Code Cod. Cod. Cod. Cod. Cod. Code 
point. , point. , point. , point. , point. , point. , point. , poinu'

16.0 and abo~e•••••• 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 
12.0 to 15.9.......... .0 .1 .0 .s .0 .1 .0 .0 

8.0 to 11.9••••••••••• .0 .2 .2 .3 .0 .2 -.2 .0 
Below 8.0••••••••••• ------... _-- .0 -.7 --------_ . .--- ..__ ...- 1.0 .0 ----------

COTTON SHORTER THAN l~ INCHES 

16.0 and abo~e•••••• 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.0 
12.0 to 15.9•••••_.___ -.1 -.1 .0 -.1 .3 .3 .0 .4 
8.0 to 11.9_•••_•••••_ .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Below 8.0._••_•••_•• .0 1.0 .5 .5 

I See tables 22 to 25 for paired values from which th~e differences were calculated. Minus sign (-)
Indicates lower quality oflint from standpoint oC leaf as a result of drying the seed cotton before ginning. 

'1.0 polnt= I leaf step. See table 3. 

Artificially drying the seed cotton did not appear to affect the leaf 
content of lint consistently and generally caused very few changes, 
except, possibly, in the case of short cottons of highest moisture con
tent. In some cases the effects were in favor of drying, but in others 
the opposite effects were noted. 

A classer's concept of leaf is influenced not only by the quantity 
of leaf or foreign Platter, but also by the size of the leaf particles (13). 
Large particles of leaf are less objectionable than smaller particles. 
To the extent that artificial drying causes the ginning process to break 
up the leaf particles without increasing the quantity removed, it 
tends to cause the quality of dried samples to be lower than that of the 
undried. This may account for the failure of the classer to observe 
any definite improvement in the leaf quality as a result of the drying 
treatments. 

The quantity of leaf removed from the shorter staple cottons of 
highest moisture content, as a result of drying, appeared to be slightly 
greater than for cottons of this same staple group but of lower mois
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FIGURE 7.-DIFFERENCES IN LEAF, AS OBSERVED BY THE CLASSER. BETWEEN 
PAIRED SAMPLES GINNED FROM UNDRIED AND FROM DRIED PORTIONS OF THE 
SAME SEED COTTONS. 

Leaf changes are relatlnly few and sll~ht bat are favorable to the dried samples In B majority of the cases. 
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ture content. For the longer staple cottons, this tendency was not 
in evidence. It is possible that the long-staple cottons offer more 
resistance to the removal of leaf than do the shorter cottons, in that 
the longer fibers because of their length and fineness clin~ more te
naciously to the leaf particles. .Although the cleaning actIOn of the 
drier, the separator, and the cleaning feeder might break up' the leaf 
particles as a result of drying, these finer particles would still remain 
In the lint of the longer cottons and contribute to a lower quality 
more than would the larger leaf particles. 

TOTAL GRADE EFFECTS-CLASSER'S DESIGNATION 

The infiuences of drying seed cottons on grade of ginned lint, as 
averaged from the classer's designations of the grade factors of color, 
leaf, and preparation, are shown in table 12 and fi~ure 8. The 
averages representing differences in grade between undried and dried 
lint shown In the table and in the figure were obtained by averaging 
the differences for color, leaf, and preparation shown in tables 9, 10, 
and 11, and in figures 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Since drying the 
seed cotton raised the preparation of the ginned lint much more than 
the color or leaf, these improvements in grade are largely reflections 
of better preparation. 

TABLE 12.-Grade oj ginned lint: Average oj the differences 1 between the classer's 
designation oj grade oj tint ginned Jrom undried and dried portions oj the same 
seed cotton (by staple length, moisture content of seed cotton, seed-roll density, and 
druing temperature) 

COTTON IH INCHES AND LONGER 

Loose seed roll Tight seed roll 

Moisture content 


or seed cotton 

(percent) 170° to 210° to 170° to 210° to150° F. 250° F. 150° F. 250° F.200° F. 230° F. 200° F. 230° F. 

Cod. Cod. Cod. Cod. Cod. Cod. Cod. Cod. 
point. 1 poinll I point. ' point. I point. I point. I point. I point. ' 10.0 and above______ 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.012.0 to 15.9__________ .8 .9 .9 1.0 .5 .7 .7 .78.0 to 11.9___________ .3 .3 .3 .4 .2 .4 .3 .1Below 8.0 ___________ .0 .0 .7 .2 

COTTON SHORTER, THAN I~a INCHES 

---------- ---------- --.------- ---------

16.0 and above______ 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.2 1.0 
12.0 to 15.9 __________ .3 .4 .2 .4 .7 .7 .2 .88.0 to 11.9 ___________ .1 .1 .0 .1 .2 .4 .0 .5Below 8.0 ___________ .5 .0.2 ---------- .8 

I See tables 22 to 25 ror paired values rrom which these differences were calculated. 

J 1,0-1 gmde step. See table 3. 


In general, the average improvement in the grade of the ginned 
lint as a result of drying the seed cotton increased with seed cottons 
of each successively higher moisture content. The changes in grade 
were small for the two groups of cotton of low moisture content; 
and they approximated one grade, on the average, for long- and 
short-staple cottons, respectively, having 16 percent or more mois
ture. For cottons having a moisture content 12 to 15.9 percent, the 
improvements in grade as a result of drying were about 0.8 and 0.5 
for the long- and short-staple groups respectively. Some of the 
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FIGURE B.-DIFFERENCES IN GRADE. AS OBSERVED BY THE CLASSER. BETWEEN 

PAIRED 5AMPl.ES GINNED FROM UNDRIED AND FROM DRIED PORTIONS OF THE 

SAME SEED COTTONS. 

Grade Improvements are due principally to better preparation. Within the limits employed, they gen

erally wero increasingly greater as seed cottons 01 successively higher moisture content were dried. 
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cottons were so wet tbat drying at the temperatures employed 
caused grade improvements amounting to as much as two full grades. 

Practically as much improvement was obtained for cottons of the 
different moisture groups by drying at 150° F. as at any of the hi~her 
.temperatures used. Some slight grade benefits over those realized 
at 150° resulted from drying tbe cottons of the two bigher moisture
content groups at the temperature range of 170° to 200°. This was 
due, no doubt, to the greater amount of moisture removed by drying 
at the higher temperature, which resulted in an improvement in one 
or more of tbe grade factors, but principally preparation. However, 
drying at 210° to 230° did not result in any mcreased grade benefits 
over those realized at 170° to 200° temperature range, as the addi
tional moisture removed was not enough to cause further improve
ment in preparation. Generally, the grade improvements as a result 
of drying at 2500 were less than those observed at some of the lower 
drying temperatures, even though tbe amount of moisture removed 
from the lint was greater in some cases than that removed by lower 
temperatures. It was observed by the classer in some instances tbat 
the lint ginned from seed cotton dried at 2500 had a dull and spongy 
appearance. 

With the exception of cottons in tbe moisture group of 16 percent 
and above, an exception which undoubtedly is more apparent than 
real, the grade of lint ginned from long-staple cotton benefited more 
than tbat from the short-staple cotton by drying the seed cotton before 
ginning. A.s previously explained, the reason the longer staple 
cotton of the l(;-percent-and-above moisture group showed less im
provement than the shorter cotton in this grouping is traceable to 
the difference in the average moisture content of the seed cotton, and 
to the original grade of the cotton in the two length groups. In this 
moisture group the shorter staple cotton averaged considerably higher 
in moisture content than the longer staple cotton, while color and leaf 
of the lint ginned from the undried portions of the shorter cotton was 
somewhat lower than these qualities in the longer cotton. The 
shorter cotton therefore had a greater opportunity for improvement. 
That is, the higher moisture content of the short cotton caused the 
lint obtained without drying to be relatively lower in preparation than 
that obtained after drymg, and in addition, the low quality of color 
and leaf in the short cotton could be more easily impro\'ed by drying 
than could these qualities which were already high in the longer cotton. 
A.s a rule, long-staple cotton that is ginned without drying is much 
more susceptible to gin damage than short-staple cotton, especially 
in the case of seed cotton containing excessive moisture. 

TOTAL QUADE EFFECTS-LADOltA'rOItY DETBUMINATIONS 

The beneficial effects on grade of drying seed cotton were also indi
cated by laboratory determinations of brilliance, a measure of the 
light-to-dark appearance of the samples that is highly correlated with 
grade.12 As shown in table 13 and figure 9 the improYements in this 
factor were generally more noticeable for the cottons of higher mois
ture content. Higher brilliance of dried samples as compared with 

II The correlnl'lon Is high since brllliance measurements are nfTected by tho three grade factors, that Is,
by the greater or smaller number of shadows which accompany rJilIerent degrees of preparation, by the 
color ot the lint ItseU, lind by the quantity ot lent. 

http:grade.12
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FIGURE g.-DIFFERENCES IN BRILLIANCE. AS MEASURED IN THE LABORATORV. 
BETWEEN PAIRED SAMPLES GINNED FROM UNDRIED AND DRIED PORTIONS OF 
THE SAME SEED COTTONS. 

Brilliance changes! lIS measured In the laboratory, are highly correlated with the grade changes observed 
by the classer, snowing some tendency to be greater as cottons or suooesslvely higher moisture content 
were dried. 
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undried samples results from the smoother preparation and reduced 
quantity of leaf or other foreign matter of the dried samples, both of 
which brighten the appearance of the lint. 

TABLE 13.-Brilliance of ginned sample8: Average of the difference8 1 between 
laboratory measurement8 of brilliance of samples ginned from undried and dried 
portions of the 8ame 8eed cotton 

COTTON 1~ INOHES AND LONGER 

Loose seed roll Tight seed roJl 
Moisture content of 

seed cotton (per
cent) 170° to 210° to 1700 to 210° to150° F. 250° F. 150° F. 250° F.200° F. 230° F. 200° F. 230° F. 

Unit" Unit" Unll" Unit" Unit., Unil' , Unila' Unil,'
16.0 and above______ 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.03 0.09 0.19
12.0 to 15.9__________ .08 .07 .18 .04 .01 .03 .02 .028.0 to 11.9___________ .01 .01 .06 .00 .02 .02 .01 -.03Below 8.0___________ ----_ .... _-- .13 .00 ------...... - ------- ... -- -.02 .05 ------ .. ---

COTTON SHORTER TIIAN I~ INCHES 

16.0 and above_____ _ 0.19 0.14 0.22 -0.02 0.17 0.10 0.04 -0.07
12.0 to 15.9__________ .00 .01 .03 .01 .02 .00 .05 .008.0 to 11.9__________ _ .01 -.01 .09 -.04 .02 -.01 -.01 -.02.02 _________ _Below 8.0_________ __ -.03 .04 -.03 

I See tables 22 to 25 for paired values from which these differences were calculated. Minus sign (-) Indl· 
cates lower quality of lint from standpoint of brilliance as a result of drying the seed cotton before ginning. 

, BrlJllance readings of cotton samples range from approximately 7.0 to 0.0 on a scale which extends In 
equal steps from 0, which Is black, to 10, which Is white. 

There appeared to be a tendency for the enhancements in brilliance 
of the samples to be more pronounced as temperatures up to 210 0 to 
2300 F. were used, but the use of the excessive temperature of 250°, 
in many cases, gave less improvement in brilliance than did lower 
temperatures. The brilliance was even less for some samples dried 
at 2500 than for corresponding undried samples, indicating a deaden
ing or dulling of the color in samples that are subjected to drying 
temperatures relatively high in comparison to the amount of mois
ture in the seed cotton. 

TOTAL GRADE EFFECTS-PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS 

Photographic illustrations of the improvements in grade, to which 
reference has been made, are shown by plates 1 to 3. As already 
stated, these graue improvements are largely due to better preparation 
of the lint ginned from the dried portion of the seed cottons. 
" In plate II samples are shown that had been ginned with and with
out drying trom a long-staple cotton having a moisture content of 
16.2 percent before drying. As a result of drying, substantial im
provements are shown m preparation and in color and leaf. Increas
Ing improvement in the appearance of the samples is shown for each 
higher drying temperature used. The difference in preparation be
tween samples ginned with loose and tight seed roll are much greater 
for the undried portions than for samples ginned from the dried por
tions. As ;pointed out previously, drying damp or wet seed cotton 
before ginnmg permits the use of a faster rate of feed without material 
damage to the quality of the lint. 
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LINT SAMPLES RESULTING FROM GINNING PORTIONS OF THE SAME LOT OF p~,
INCH COTTON IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF MOISTURE CONDITION AND SEED-RoLL 
DENSITIES 

The thn'r snlllpll'~ on 111(' I~fl w['re j!iluU'd with n 10M,· ~""d rhll; lIw Ihn'" 011 th,' right wpn' ginned with n 
tight <['('(I roll. .1 and /J \\Wt' gilllwd ill" dalJl!' 1'(J[lIlition, CHilli J) nfl['rdryin~ In ""rtil'al drier lltlWO V., 
Ond J~nnd Pnrt('r dQ'jng in vl'rti(':.Il dri(lr ut ~O() j<" :\'Ohl thl\$uhl"tnnt ini illlllr(,l-Ytmwnl:H'au!:=t1d hy dryil1J!.
Sl.lInl,lt!S ~innf..ld with n loo~.1 sc('~1 roll CI, C', J•.:) Un! rl'J,!ulnrly bell(lr thall lho!-'l' J,!Jlltwd with n ti!-!ht, Sli(·tJ 
roll It, lJ, p), Ow diff('n'Il('r h('ln~ pnrlll'ularly nmrkt'd in I Ill' ('IL«' of till' IIwJril'd ~llll1plt,~ (. J cOlllparNJ 
with 11), Drying redul'!'S t.Il() n'lali\'(' d"~n'" of dlllllngt· froUl this "IIIl~,· hut d,I<'S not t'lirninlllt·lt, (1\1 is
sissiflpi I )(11(0$ fj~JJ JUifl·!'~m~()lI dUIlIPl'ut lOHt ('reJ)) H1;{!!, l!inlwd Of) 11 hrush j!trl ut U }iU\\' ::::pccd or fAA) r. p. 111., 
nHt'r IInrH]lill~ hy n ~li1titUmry H'flI('Jl ~l'parutorJ jiG f, p, III.) 
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LINT SAMPLES RESULTING FROM GINNING PORTIONS OF THE SAME LOT OF 11,,1-
INCH COTTON IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF MOISTURE CONDITION AND SEED-RoLL 
DENSITIES, 

Th~ three I'ulllpl,'s 011 th,' II'rt \lW(' !(inm',1 wilh n )no'(' s~"') roll: th(, l)m'e nn lh(, right wen' J:lnned with n 
til:hL Hoe') roll, ,t nnd Il wem ginn",) In gr('('n nlld ')(HIII) !'Onditinn. (' nIH) /) nfl"r drying jll \'eniml 
drier ot t:)O" ~-,. lind R nnd P nfl.'r drying ill wrti,,,1 dripr III hf" F. ~oll' thnt I he drl('r stllJlp)es 1If1'. 
superIor in grnde to t.11(~ ~rt'N) tUIfJ dumn !i.ullph''i. :-;urnph.1s J,!'iruwd wil h It 1005t1. StiNt roll unl ronsish'ntly 
better thnn t11O~c gilll"") with n tight SI.'(·d roll, Iht' "1l1!1IIJ:~ "nJl~I'd lIy tight !'l,ed roll on 1Il1lIrl",1 SlIlIIplol 
(II) helng grl'tlter tlmn thllt (1IIIS('" hy n )'Mm- roll un Ii I:""'n nnd dllmp ~amp)c (.11 Dr}'ing norlUl"'S thl' 
rt'Ja{i\"e dllgrCe of dnlllfl~l· rrom tlH~ ('HI1~" lJllt th~.. s nIH phminnlt' it. (~nuth CUfolitHl Coker Clcn'lnntl 
!'io. 5, lirst picking !(fI"'n n",) ,hlJJfl ('OU'Hi. ('fIJI' HI:\:I.l!lIIn(',1 un II hru,h gin:ll 11 saw speed or 5UO r, )I, !ILl 
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LINT SAMPLES RESULTING FROM GINNING PORTIONS OF THE SAME LOT OF 31:1" 
INCH COTTON IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF MOISTURE CONDITION AND SEED· ROLL 
DENSITIES 

Tlw lhrpt\ ~alllllll'l'O on UH~ Ipet \\t~n) ~iJlnfitl \\'11.h It loo~t.). $(,,111 rnll; titl' thn't' nn titf' ri~hl w('r(i ginrwfl wHit 1 
light S(I(IIJ roll. ..I awl 11 \\rn' ~ilUlli(t ill gTt1t'fl awl d:IIIlJI ('orulillOlt, (':lwl f) uCI('r clryil1V' in \*("(tl('l1l Ifru'r 
III If')' F" (.wl N flnd F IIrt,>r tlr~'llIg in wrlil':l1 (irll'r tIt ".~. V. 'rill! IIrirr {'Uus,'d suhstantinl ~nllJo 
jmJlro\'cnl(lnt~ on l'ot l~)J]~ ~hlJ1l'fl W1lh n JOOSt' St'''',1 rull (.1. C'. /0:1 • ....Ut'll saUI\,JtI"i IH,lin~ ('OIlsj"itt1ntly ht"~.Wr 
Limn lor tho tight F("'d roll slIlI1ple, (n. D, F" ('\rkaw'lIs WIl,oll lYllt·. I r,l pll-klll\( I("'('n and r1II1Il[l 
cotton, CfOP nna. l!lfU.wd on n uru...:h J!in al At ~:l\" SI}('I'd of itt,.1 r. p HI 
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Referring to plate 2, the samples ginned with and without drying 
are from a shorter staple cotton having an initial moisture content of 
18.2 percent. The samples from portions of the artificially dried 
seed cotton are substantially higher in grade than those ginned from 
the undried seed cotton. The grade of all of the dried samples are 
similar regardless of seed-roll density used, indicating again that 
from the standpoint of grade presel',fation a faster rate of feed may 
be used when the cotton is dry. 

Dried and lmdried samples from a short-staple cotton having a 
moisture content of 24.4 percent are shown in plate 3. When the 
tight seed roll was used in ginning, the samples ginned from the por
tion of the seed cotton dried at 1850 F. was more than two grades 
higher than that ginned from the undried portion. Similar difference 
for the portions ginned with the loose seed roll amounted to more 
than one grade. 

STAPLE 

CLASSER'S DESIGNATION OF STAPLE LENGTH 

The effect of drying seed cotton on the staple length of ginned lint, 
as observed by the classer, is shown in table 14 and figure 10, by 
moisture content of the seed cotton, and drying temperature. 

TABLE l4.-Staple length of ginned lint: Average of the differences 1 between the 
classer's designation of staple length of lint ginned IrOn! llndried and dried portioTls 
of Ihe same seed cotlon. 

COTTON 1% !NClIES AND LONGER 

Loose sccd rol1 Tight seed roll 
Moisture contcnt oC 

seed cotton (per·
cent) 170° to 170° to 210° to150° F. 210° to I ° 150° F. 250° F.200° F. 230°F. ~ 200° }" 230° F. 

Inche!' Inchc!' Inch.!, I Inch.!' Inch.!, Inche! , Inche!' Inch.! , 
16.0 and nbo\'c•••••• 0.000 -0.016 0.021 0.000 -0.000 -0.032-0.019\ -0.03212.0 to 15.9.......... -.011 -.011 -.020 .000 -.015 .000 -.020 .000 

8.0 to 11.9........... -.000 -.015 .005 -.015 -.031 -.032 

Bclow 8.0 ........... -_ .. _'""- ..... - .000 =: 81~ ...=~~~~. .000 .010 ----------


COTTON SHORTER THAN 1% INCHES ... 
16.0 Bnd abo\'e•••••• 0.000 -0.005 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.019 0.000 
12.0 to 15.9.......... -.004 -.020 -.010 -.026 -.009 -.016 -.016 -.031 

8.0 to 11.9........... -.005 -.031 .000 -.041 -.010 -.041 .000 -.041 

BclowS,O........... .000 -.063 -.016 --- .. -- ..--- -.063 


I See tablcs 22 to 25 Cor palrc(1 values Crom which thesc dlfferenccs were calculated. Minus sign (-) Indl. 
ClItes lower quallty oC lint Croro standpoint oC staple lcngth as a result oC drying the seed cotton beCore 
ginning. 

, 0.031 =~32 Inch. 

The lint from seed cottons having 16 percent or more moisture was 
shown by "classing" to be equally long from the portions ginned 
after drying at 1500 F. and from the portions ginned without drying. 
The lint ginned from portions of seed cottons having less than 16 
percent moisture was sho.wn by classing to be only slightly shorter 
as a result of drying. These reductions in staple length, however, 
were relatively unimportant when compared with the substantially 
higher grades for the same ginned lint as a result of such drying. 
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COTtONS 1118 INCHES AND LONGER 
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FIGURE IO.-DIFFERENCES IN STAPLE LENGTH. AS OBSERVED BY THECI...ASSER. 
BETWEEN PAIRED SAMPL.ES GINNED FROM UNDRIED AND FROM DRIED PORTIONS 
OF THE SAME SEED COTTONS. 

The staple length, In general, was preserved by dmng the seed cotten Bt 1\ temperatnre at 160" F., Bnd 
sbowed II tendency to be clllSS8d Increasingly shorter as the drying temperatures were Increased above 
160". 
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Generally, the difference in classification of staple length unfavorable 
to the dried cotton tended to become more pronounced for seed cottons 
of any moist.ure group as higher drying temperatures were used. 

The difference in length of lint ginned from undried and from dried 
portions of the same seed cottons having 16 percent or more moisture 
and dried at 1700 to 2000 F. was not appreciable. However, the un
favorable effects on staple length due to drying at this range of tem
perature tended to increase slightly with cottons of lower moisture 
content. With the longer staple cottons having a moisture content 
between 8 to 11. 9 percent, the dried cotton was classed shorter than the 
undried by an average of one si.\':ty-fourth of an inch, but the shorter 
staple cotton of this moisture group showed changes in average 
length designations, attributable to drying, that amounted to one 
thirty-second of an inch for samples ginned from a loose seed roll 
and even shorter for cottons ginned with a tight seed roll. 

Drying the seed cotton at temperatures above 200° F. was ac
companied on the average by lower staple-length designations. Dry
ing short-staple cottons having less than 8 percent moisture, at 
2100 to 230°, was accompanied by staple-length classifications shorter 
on the average by one sixteenth of an inch. Drying both long- and 
short-staple cotton of the 8 to 11.9 percent moisture group at 250° was 
associated with a shorter staple length classification of one thirty. 
second of an inch or more. 

LABORATORY MEASUREMENT OF FIBER LENGTH 

The results from fiber-length arrays of ginned lint show effects of 
drying (table 15 and fig. 11) in line with those observed by the classer 
for staple length. On the average, drying the seed cottons having 
16 percent or more moisture at 150° F. did not reduce the upper 
quartile fiber length. The upper quartile fiber length from seed 
cottons having less than 16 percent moisture was only slightly 
shortened on the average. In genera.!, at anyone temperature 
range used, there seemed to be a tendency for the differences in the 
upper quartile fiber length to be somewhat more pronounced as 
cottons of each lower moisture group were dried. 

TABLE 15.-Fiber length of ginned lint: Average of the differences 1 between the 
upper quartile fiber length as determined in the laboratory, of lint ginned from 
undried and dried portions of the same seed cotlon 

COTTON Hs INCHES AND LONGER 

Loose seed roll Tight seed roll 
Moisture content 

of seed cotton 170· to 210· to 170· to 210· to(percent) 150" F. 250· F.200· F. 230· F. 200· F. 230· F. 
------11------------------------

Inches' Inches 2 Inches' Inches' Inches 2 Inches' Illches' Inches' 
16.0 and above...... 0.017 -0.005 -0.010 -0.021 0.013 0.000 -0. Oil 0.007 
12.0 to 15.9.......... -.001 -.010 -.018 .008 .003 -.005 -.020 -.000 
8.0 to 11.9........... -.007 -.019 -.027 -.027 -.000 -.030 -.OIS -.028 
Below S. 0..................... -.020 .006 -.009 -.023 

COTTON SHORTER 'l'HAN 1~8 INCITES 

16.0 and above......1 
12.0 to 15.9.......... 

8.0 to 11.9........... -.013 -.010 .021 -.017 -.011 -.003 .Oll -.004
~=I~ml ~=I~ml ~=I~=I~ml ~~ 
BelowS.O........... .Oll ........ ; -.022 .......... .036 .......... -.016 .......... 


1 See tables 22 to 25 for paired values from whIch these dillerences wero calculated. Minus sIgn (-) Indi. 
cates lower quality ofllntfrom standpoint of fiber length as II result of drying the seed cotton before gInnIng. 

2 0.031 =J.32 Inch. 
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FIGURE 11 • .....:DIFFERENCES IN UPPER QUARTILE FIBER LENGTH. AS MEASURED IN 
THE LABORATORY. BETWEEN PAIRED SAMPLES GINNED FROM UNDRIED AND 
FROM DRIED PORTIONS OF THE SAME SEED COTTONS. 

From the standpoint or affecting fiber length. tha drying temperature or 150· F. appears to be the m&t 
favorable or the temperatures cmploylld. ' 
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VARIABILITY OF FIBER LENGTH 

In general, length variability was not materially increased by 
drying conditions that preserved fiber length (table 16 and fig. 12). 
However, on the average, there appeared to be a tendency for the 
variability to increase with increasingly higher temperatures and 
with cottons of successively lower moisture-content. 

TABLE 16.-Variability of fiber length: Average of the differences 1 between fiber 
length variability as determined in the laboratory of lint gmned from undried and 

. dried portions of the same seed cotton 

COTTON 1~' INCHES AND LONGER 

Loose seed roll Tight seed roll 
Moisture content 

of seed cotton liOC to 210" to 170" to 210" to(per~ent) 150" F. 2.'iO"F. 150° F. 250" F.200° F. 230" F. 200° F. 230° F. 

Percent' Percent' Percent' Percent' Percent' Percent' Percent' Percent'
16.0 and nbove______ 1.7 -0.4 -0.8 3.6 0.1 8.0 0.7 19.812.0 to 15.9__________ -1.4 1.3 -.2 4.8 4.6 7.4 8.1 13.48.0 to 11.9___________ 2.5 4.4 6.1 6.8 3.5 8.7 8.1 7.3Below 8.0___________ ---------- 15.7 -1.5 ._-------- --------_. 8.4 17.3 ---------. 

COTTON SHORTER THAN Hs INCHES 

16.0 and nbove______1
12.0 to 15.9_________ _ -7.0 I -4.91 -3.9! -0.3! 1.61 6.5! 5.1 I 7.34.4 5.9 .4 11.6 3.2 6.1 2.5 3.28.0 to 11.9___________ 7.7 18.9 -2.0 1.9 1.2 .9Below 8.0__________ _ Ig: ~ ______~~~_ 3.0 __________ 3.9 __________ 15.5 __________ 

I See tables 22 to 2.'i for paired values from which the.<e differences werecnlculBted. Minus sign (-) Indi
cates less vnrlnbillty of fiher length of the lint ns n result of drying the seed cotton before ginning. 

, Length at IO-percent point on cumulative array minus length at 9O-percent point, divided by length at 
5O-percent point, times 100. 

FIBER STREXGTII 

Strength tests were made on the ginned lint from 12 seed cottons 
(table 17). For each of the 12 cottons, 10. breaks were made on sam
ples of lint from the portions ginned (1) without drying, (2) after 
drying at 20.0.0 F., and (3) after drying twice at 250.0 The results• 

are sho,,"'ll as averages, in table 17, grouped by staple length into I}, 
inches and longer, and shorter than 1% inches, and each length group 
subdivided into two groups on the basis of moisture content of the 
undried seed. cottons. 

TABLE 17.-Effect of artificially drying seed cottons, on the average breaking strength 
of ginned fibers, by staple length, moisture content, and drying temperature 

COTTONS IH INCHES AND LONGER 

Seed cotton 
BreakingMoisture con strengthtent ran~e Lot Moisture per square 

(average)
(percent) Treatment content Inch 

1,000
Percent pound,

14.4 76.8j""'"L ............_.....
13.4 to 16.4_______ Nos. 103, lOS, 114____________ Dried Ollce nt 200° F __________ 11.2 76.8Dried twice lit 250° F __________ 9.2 74.5U ndried _______________________ 
11.2 75.69.6 to 12.L______ Nos. 100, 118, 123,141________ Dried once at 200° F __________ 9. Ii 77.3Dried twice at 250· F _________ 8.8 74.1 

COTTONS SHORTER THAN IJs INCHES 

~~------~--------------~=-~~----------.-----~-----•• {Undrled_______________________ 15.2 78.7 
H.4 to 16.2_______ Nos. 112. 120, 131-___________ Dried once nt 200° F __________ 12. 3 79. Ii 

Dried twice at 250° F __________ 11. I 76. 1
.t" {Undrlect_______________________ 11.6 78.2 

11.6 to 11.7_______ Nos. 115, 142________________ Dried. alice at 200° F __________ 9.9 SO. 8 
Dried twice at 250° F _________ 8.7 78.6 
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FIGURE 12_-DIFFERENCES IN LENGTH~ABILITY. AS MEASURED IN THE LABORA
TORY, BETWEEN PAIRED SAMPLE:S GINNED FROM UNDRIED AND FROM DRIED 
PORTIONS OF THE SAME SEED COTTONS, 

Fiber-length variability tends to show some Increases as the higher temperatures are used In drying, 
particularly with the low-moisture-content cottons. 
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Drying the seed cotton in the vertical drier at 2000 F. temperature 
did not impair the breaking strength of the fibers; in fact, with the 
lower moisture content cottons of each length group, the strength 
figures are slightly larger for the dried samples than for the undried 
ones. With both the long and the short cottons of the high moisture 
content group, the average breaking strength of the dried samples 
was not significantly different from that of the undried samples. 

In the portions of these seed cottons routed through the drier twice 
in succession at a temperature of 2500 F., there appears to be a slight 
weakening of the fibers. 

MONETARY VALUE OF GINNED LINT AS AFFECTED BY ARTIFICIALLY 
DRYING SEED COTTON 

The final and net result of any method of conditioning or ginning 
seed cotton must necessarily be evaluated by the effect of such proc
esses on the spinning utility or monetary value of the lint over and 
above the cost of the conditioning. Preliminary tests and observa
tions of commercial installations indicate that the operating cost of 
drying seed cotton amounts to from 20 to 50 cents per bale. Inasmuch 
as spinning tests on lint ginned from portions of the cottons used in 
the foregoing test are not yet available, an attempt has been made to 
evaluate the lint ginned from portions of several seed cottons using 
the average commercial prices for cotton of the various grades and 
staple lengths prevailing at Memphis, Tenn., during the season of 
1932-33 (table 18). It is recognized that the effect on the value of 
the ginned lint of drying seed cotton will vary from year to year with 
change!; in the premiums and discounts for grade and staple. • 

TABLE IS.-Approximate average price per pound of cotton of specified white 
grades and staple iengths prevailing at lIfemphis, 'l'enn., season 1932-33 

Price per pound for Indicated b'l"ado 

Staple length Oood Strict Strict J.ow LowMiddling Sirict OoodI Oood 
MIddling Jvilddling Middling Mlddllnl: Ordinary OrdinaryNo.5No.3 No.4 No.6 No.7 No.8 No.9 

Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cents Cent. Cent.'%. Inch_________ 7.44 7.34 7.09 6.84 6.34 5.79 5.29 
1~.lnch 7.49 7.39 7.14 6.89 6.39 5.89 L.3U 
·~.Inch--------- i.59 7.49 7.24 6.00 6.54 5.89 5.39
Ilnch ___________ 7.79 7.64 7.39 7. J4 n.M 5.89 5.:19 
l~.lnches______ 8.14 7.64 7.59 7.24 6.64 5.89 5.64 
l~.lnches ______ 8.34 8.09 7.69 7.29 6.69 5.S9 n.M 
H~.lnches______ 8.54 8.24 7.79 7.34 6.79 5.89 5.64
Hfllnches_______ 9.14 8.74 7.89 7.39 6.84 5.89 5.64 
H~.lnches______ 9.64 9.14 7.00 7.39 6.89 5.89 5.64
Hi.lnches ______ 10.39 10.14 8.89 7.114 6.89 5.89 0.64 
l~h Inches. _____ 11.64 11.14 0.64 8.14 7.14 5.89 5.64Hi Inches. ______ 13.39 12.64 11.14 8.39 7.39 5.89 0.64 

The value of the lint from a given quantit.y of seed cotton depends 
on the percentage of lint obtained in the ginning process as well as the 
quality. Damp or wet seed cotton tho,t is sun-dried, or artificially 
dried, or stored, will obviously have less weight in the fibers to the 
extent that moisture is removed from the fibers. This loss in weight 
may also be in,creased by the fact that more trash or foreign matter 
may be removed when the seed cotton is passed through the drier, 
owing to a removal of trash by the drying apparatus and to a better 

http:Inch---------i.59
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action of cleaners, extractors, and other trash-removing processes. 
Although these losses may be compensated for in part by a larger 
percentage of lint removed from the seed when drier cotton is ginned, 
if there is to be any substantial increase in value of the bale some of 
the factors of quality will have to be improved. To the extent that 
the net improvement in quality, as reflected in the price, more than 
offsets the loss in weight, the value of a bale of cotton will be increased 
by drying. This holds true even though it is assumed that no 
dockage in price will be made for damp or wet cotton. 
Althou~h it is realized that bales of extremely high moisture content 

are occaslOnally sold in local markets without any dockage in grade, 
staple, or price, it is also known that allowance is made in the average 
price for cotton-growing areas from which cotton containing excessive 
moisture is consistently shipped. Moreover, dockage in weight by 
some weighers is not an uncommon practice when a considerable 
number of bales of excessively high moisture content are received from 
a locality. This is particularly true when heavy rains prevail or when 
cotton is picked and ginned in a green or wet condition (6). Any such 
reduction in the basis and dockage in weight is in addition to the lower
in~ of quality and the resulting price, from ginning seed cotton con
taIning excessive moisture. To the extent that central-market pre
miums are paid for quality in cotton, and allowance is made for exces
sive moisture, the value of the lint in a given quantity of seed cotton is 
considerably enhanced by artificial drying. 

To study the effect of different drying temperatures on the value of 
the ginned lint as related to moisture content and staple length of the 
seed cotton, 23 seed cottons from the crops of 1932 and 1933, on which 
turn-out of lint was available, ~inned on the bnlsh-type gin, were 
grouped by staple length of the glllned lint into cotton 1Ys to 1}~ inches 
and cottons 1M to 1%2 inches, and were subdivided into damp or wet 
cotton, or seed cotton havin~ a moisture content above 12 percent, and 
normal, or seed cotton haVing a moisture content between 8 and 12 
percent. 

The weight of the bale was determined for each group by applying 
the average percentage of lint of the several cottons in each group to 
1,500 pounds of seed cotton, and adding 22 pounds for bagging 
and ties. 

The average grade and the average staple length, which were com
puted in accordance with the methods previously described, were con
verted into price by interpolating the lrice difference between the 
grade indicated by the whole number an the next lower grade in pro
portion to the decimal part of the number, and interpolating between 
the staple length in thirty-seconds of an inch indicated by the whole 
number and the next longer thirt.y-second inch length in proportion to 
the decimal part of the number. For example, a sample having an 
average of 4.40 for grade and 32.60 for staple len~th was discounted 40 
percent of the difference between Strict Middling and Middlin~ on 
I-inch cotton, and increased by 60 percent of the premium of I}~2-111Ch 
staple over I-inch staple on Strict. Middling cotton, and the net result 
added algebraically to the price for Strict Middling I-inch cotton. 

Table 19 and figure 13 show the effect of drying at different tempera
tures on the value of the lint from 1,500 pounds of seed cotton, as well 
as the effect on the weight of the lint, the grade or value class, the 
staple length, and the resultant price. 
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TABLE 19.-The effect of artificially drying 1,500 pounds of seed cotton on the average value of the ginned lint 

MOISTURE CONTENT OF SEED COTTON 12.27 TO 16.42 PERCENT (AVERAOE 14 PERCENT); STAPLE L1J:NOTH lJ' TO 1~' INCHES 

Loose seed roll Tight seed roll 

Lot Method or conditioning t!f 
Stnple Prlco pcr Weight Value per Staple Price per Weight Value perGrade Grodelength pound I orbnle bale length pound I oCbale bale ~' 

~ 
bider ~~. in. CC7It& Pound& Dol/or& Inder ~hin. Cent& Poufld& Do/tar& 

{Undrle<L ••• _................. 5.12 ;18.38 9.02 448 40.41 5.71 38.00 8.00 450l 36.32 
Dried, ISO· } .................. 4.5-l 3S.a8 U.75 448 43.68 5.17 38.00 8.68 442 38.36 ~ Nos. 103, lOS, 100, 141,204, 205, 209, 219.. Dried, 185· to 200· ~'.......... 4.50 37.88 0.36 446 41. 74 5.04 37.88 8.76 439 38.45 

Dried, 220· to 250· F .....__•• , 4.46 37.50 9.11 444 40.45 5.08 37.50 8.39 442 37.08 

---.-~ ~ 
MOISTURE CONTENT OF SEED C01'TON 9.63 TO 11.76 PEIWEN'I' (A VBRAGE 10.8 PERCENT); STAPLE LENGTH IHi TO IH INCHES 

~ 
{Undried....................... 5.57 37.75 7.83 427 33.43 5.83 37.75 7.67 419 32.14 


Dried, 150· F ............... __ 5.25 37.75 8.52 431 36.72 5.57 37.75 7.84 424 33.24
Nos. 118, 123, 144, 226. __ ....__........__ 
 Dried, 185· to 200· F _........ 5.25 37.50 8.29 430 35.65 5.58 37.25 7.70 U8 32.19 

Dried, 220· to 250· F.......... 5.25 37.25 8.00 ·124 34.17 5.67 36.15 7.63 418 31.89 
 ~ 

i 
1:j. 

MOISTURE CONTENT OF SEED COTTON 12.47 TO 20.17 l'ERCENT (AVBHAOE 15 PEHCENT); STAPLE LENG1'll 1~1. TO l~b INCHES 

7.62 ,.{Undrlcd....................... 4.06 33.12 4'~ 35.117 5.71 33.12 7.35 480 35.28 

Dried, ]50· F .................. 4.37 33.12 7.83 468 36.64 4.83 33.00 7.65 470 35.U6
Nos. 112, 110, 120, 133, 139, 217,228,229•• Dried, 185· to 200· F .......... 4.42 32.88 7.80 466 36.35 4.58 32.75 7.64 466 35.60 

Dried, 220· to 250· F .......... 4.37 32.25 7.62 462 35.20 4.71 32.00 7.46 466 34. 76 


J.lOISTURE CONTJ<:N'r OF SEED CO'rTON 9.02 TO 11.70 PERCENT (AVERAGE 10.8 l'ERCENT); STAPLE LENGTH IH. TO 1%2 INCllES ~ 
C':l 

Undrled...__._••__• ___ •__..... 4.H 32. 33 7.63 523 39.00 5.33 32.33 7.37 527 38.84Dried, 150· F ..___....___..... ~.4.33 32.0() 7.56 516 39.01 4.89 31.67 7.36 517 38.05Nos. liS, 142, 145_..__ ..._____• _________ .1 Dried, 185· to 200· F ..........

{ 4.33 31. :1:1 7.46 522 38.94 4.89 31.00 7.26 512 37.17 oDriell, 220· to 250· F •••• ____.. 4.33 31.00 7.41 520 38.53 4.78 31.00 i.30 518 37.81 Z 

I C.uculnted Crom data In tuble 18. 

~ 
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COTToNS I ~NI~~~~~:ND LQ!'lGE,R COTTONS SH~~'s;'~~~~N I va INCHES 

AVERAGE MOISTURE CONTENT AVERAGE MOISTURE CONTENJ" 
I.. ~EIICENT 10 • P(IICENT 15 PE~CENT 10.8 PE~CENT 

VALUE 
••<1' •••;J@- <!.+ _lIIO.tJ"~N.__@ 4@PER BALE

(OOLl.ARS) -:-;.-!"'~.~.:q. ......... 

····Loo.....droll 

Ti,hf&..droll40 
! ~'i"""""""'1 

........ 

...... .....~ 

38 
V 

-
--;>.! ~"T36 r .••... '. 34 ". 

32 
A ~ ........... 


WEIGH" 

OF BALE 

(POUNDS) ~
ioo:::.~.;:;; 

500 

480 
.~ 

460 " 

~ ......,...... 
440 

.B •••;;.:;:.:••••j ....... 

420 

PRICE J.(CENTS PER 

POUND) 
 I-;•••• ~. '. 

"". ......... 

9,0 --.........
8.5 -;. .... .............
V8.0 .... • •••• -r•••••~........ 

7.5 

C - --
i' ~ ..T-"····I·_·_·. 

I7.0 
STAPLE 
LENGTH .....'": ..

(1/.32 l"eHU) , - -'=~ 36 

34 

-~.. F-....32 
:D rr30 

GRADE 

INDEX 
 L..L...J L ...L....~ 

..... .../1...........;-- ·····r·····r·····1 

5 

~ V V" - ..····r····r···-j 
E ", :l 

6 
UN' ISO 1115' 220·" ISO 185' 220', ISO 185' 220·" 150 185· 220' 

DAlEO" 200 250 200 250 200 Z50 200 250 
DRIER TEMPERATURES (OF' 

FIGURE 13.-VALUE OF GINNED LINT AS AFFECTED BY DRYING 1.500 POUNDS OF 

SEED COTTONS. 


The maximum value per bale, Cor cottons that need drying, is obtained when the seed cotton is dried at a 
temperature oC 1500 F. nod Is ginned with a loose seed roll. 
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Employing a loose seed roll, the greatest increase in value owing to 
drying, as shown by these data, is at the temperature of 1500 F., for 
the longer cottons in both high- and low-moisture-content groups and 
for the shorter cotton in high-moisture-content group. The average 
increases in value because of drying at this temperature amounted to 
$3.27 per bale, or 8 percent, with the longer staple cottons of the high
moisture-content group, to $3.29, or almost 9 percent, with the longer 
staple cottons of the lower moisture-content group, and 67 cents, or 
almost 2 percent, with the shorter staple cottons of the higher mois
ture-content group. The value of the shorter staple cotton of the 
lower moisture content was decreased by drying. The value of the 
all dried material was successively decreased as high drying tempera
tures were used. 

When usin~ a tight seed roll in ginning the higher moisture-content 
cottons, the IDcrease in value caused by drying the longer cottons 
was about $2 at either of the temperatures of 1500 or 1850 to 200 0 F. i 
and the increases with the shorter staple cottons were 68 cents at the 
temperature of 1500 and 32 cen ts at the 185 0 to 200 0 range. The higher 
moisture groups of the longer staple cottons still showed a gain in 
value wIlen dned at a temperature range of 220 0 to 2500 

, but the low
moisture group showed a, loss of 25 cents per bale when dried at this 
temperature range. The high-moisture-content group of the shorter 
staple cottons showed a loss on1y when dried at the 2200 to 2500 range, 
but the low-moisture-content group showed a loss in value due to 
drying at each temperature. 

A comparison of the value of the lint ginned with a loose seed roll 
from portions of the higher moisture-content cottons dried at a tem
perature of 1500 F. ,vith that of the lint ginned ,..-ith a tight seed roll 
from portions of the corresponding undried cottons showed combined 
increases in value in favor of drying and the loose seed roll amounting, 
on the average, to $7,36 per bale, or 20 percent, for the lon~er staple 
cotton and $1.36, or 4 percent, per bale for the shorter staple cotton. 
Therefore, very substantial gains in the value of lint may be obtained 
for longer staple cotton and some gains for short-staple cotton by 
artificially drying damp or wet seed cotton and ginning vlith a loose 
roll, or slow rate of feed, instead of ginning in a natural condition with 
a tight seed roll, or fast rate of feed, which is a more or less common 
commercial practice. It is reasonable to e).llect, moreover, that if gin 
equipment in a poor state of repair or adjustment had been used, the 
benefi ts of drying would have been eyen greater than those demon
strated by the figures presented. 

The increases in value shown as a result of drying are due principally 
to improYements jn prcparation which are reflected in higher grades. 
The increases in grade obtained by drying at a temperature of 1500 F. 
more than offset any loss in weight due to removal of moisture. 

The staple-length classifications were not materially shorter when 
dried at 1500 F., but progressively higher temperatures showed a 
trend toward iIlcrcnsingly shorter classifications for staple length, 
amounting in some cases to slightly more than OIle thirty-second of an 
inch at the 220 0 to 250 0 tempcrature group. 
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The price, based on grade and staple, of the cotton dried at one or 
more of the drying temperatures was higher than that for the undried 
cotton in all groups except the short-staple low-moisture-content 
cottons. The cotton dried at the lowest drymg temperature generally 
commanded the highest price. Further increases in temperature 
tended to give lint of lower price, even going below the price of undried 
cotton in a few instances. 

The weight of the bale, or percentage of lint, was higher for the 
undried cotton than for the corresponding cotton dried at each drying 
temperatu:re, except in the case of the first two temperatures on the 
low-moisture groups of the longer staple-length cottons ginned with 
the loose seed roll and the first temperature on the same cottons 
ginned with the tight seed roll. However, the difference in the weight 
of lint in each of these instances was small. 

GERMINATION AND WEIGHT OF COTTONSEED AS AFFECTED BY 
ARTIFICIALLY DRYING SEED COTTON 

To show how drying seed cotton in the drier affected the germina
tion of the seed ginned from several cottons employed in such con
ditioning experiments, tests 13 were made on select samples of seed 
according to a standard method of procedure. The avera~e results 
for seed from 7 cottons ginned without drying and with drymg in the 
vertical drier at three temperature groups-150°, 185° to 200°, and 
220° to 250° F.-are shown in table 20, together 'with those for seed 
from 3 cottons ginned without drying, and with drying twice in this 
drier at the excessive temperature of 250°. 

TABLE 20.-Germination of co/ton'1eed a'1 affected by artificially drying seed collon 

Moisture content 

Germina·.Method of conditioning U16rAt tlon orseed cotton Seed cotton Cotton· cottonseedat time oC seed nCter 
ginning ginning 

Percent Percent Percent 
{undried......... "........... 13.9 12.8 76.6 

Dried at 1500 F ............. 12.1 12.0 74. 6
Nos. lOS, 112, liS, 118,204,218, 227... Dried at 1850 to 2000 F ...... 12.3 11.7 80.2 
Dricd at2200 to 2500 F ...... 11. 4 11.1 80.2 

{Undried..................... 14.4 12. 2 69.7Nos. lOS, 112, 115.................... 
Dried twice at 2500 F ....... 10.7 10.1 75.1 


GERMINATION 

With one exception the germination of cottonseed was not reduced 
by artificially drying the seed cotton before ginning. In fact, drying 
the seed cotton by the various methods increased the germination 
percent~e of the seed in every instance except that of drying at 
1500 F. in which case the reduction was very slight. This exception is 
no doubt due to chance errors of sampling, since higher drying tem
peratures increased the germination percentage. 

a The germination tests were made througb tbe courtesy at Edgar Drown, In charge, .Dlvlslon oC Seed 
Investigations. Bureau or Piant Indll5try. 
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Reducing the moisture content of seed cotton within limits before 
giJming is, therefore a favorable practice not only from the standpoint 
of improvement in quality of lint, as previously shown, but also from 
the standpoint of increasing the germination percentage of the re
sultant cottonseed (15). Similar tests made by sun-drymg and stor
ing the seed cotton also increased the percentage germination of the 
cottonseed. In addition, it is obvious that artificial drying would 
simplify, in many instances, certain problems in connection with the 
s~~fi~ of cottonseed for both planting and oil-mill purposes. From 
a .. g standpoint, the grade of the cottonseed would be raised by 
reducing the moisture content. 

WEIGHT 

The use of the vertical drier with 7 seed cottons reduced the pro
portionate amount of moistur~ in the cottonseed about 6 percent 
with the 1500 F. temperature, almost 9 percent with the 1850 to 200° 
temperature, slightly more than 13 percent with the 220° to 250° 
temperature, and more than 17 percent when 3 seed cottons were 
passed through the drier twice at a temperature of 250°. 

These reductions in weight do not necessarily mean reduced value 
of the seed, as it is reasonable to believe that the excess moisture in 
green, damp, or wet seed would result in a lower basic price than it 
would be if all cottonseed were dried. 

The reduction in the moisture content of the seed, due to artificially 
drying the seed cotton, was less for every drying temperature used, 
than for similar tests made by sun-drying or storing the seed cotton 
before ginning. 

To the extent that cottonseed is sold on the basis of grade, either 
by the farmer directly or through the ginner indirectly, the value of 
a given quantity will be increased by artificially drying any seed 
cotton that needs such conditioning. 

CERTAIN MECHANICAL ELEMENTS OF GINNING AS AFFECTED BY 
ARTIFICIALLY DRYING SEED COTTON 

In addition to the effects on the quality of the product from drying 
seed cotton in the vertical drier, some of the mechanical processes in 
ginning are also materially influenced. Available data on power 
requirements, ginning time, and lint turn-out of a 70-saw brush gin 
(table 21) for 18 different seed cottons were grouped according to 2 
moisture contents, and 2 staple lengths. The staple-length group
ings/ as in other tables, were lYs inches and longer, and shorter than 
lYs mches. The moisture content of the wetter cottons averaged 
15.0 percent for the longer cottons and 16.8 percent for the shorter 
cottons. The moisture content of the lower moisture content cottons 
averaged 12.2 percent and 11.7 percent for the longer and shorter 
cottons, respectively. A portion of the high-moisture-content cot
tons of each length group was artificially dried at 185° to 200° F., and 
a portion of the low-moisture-content cottons dried at 150°. The 
results, arranged by both loose and tight seed rolls, were averaged 
and are shown in table 21. 
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TABLE 21.-EJJects of artificiaUy drying 8eed cotton on certain mechanical feature8 
of the ginning proces8es 

DRIER TEMPERATURE. 185° TO 200° F •• COTTON81~HNCHE8 AND LONGER 

Seed cotton Energy 
Tlmore· con· Lint turn· 
qulred to Burned out perMoisture PowerSeed·roll 	 gin 100 per 100 100Lot Moisture content require·density 	 pounds pounds poundscontent or lint ments ITreatment 	 or seed or seed or seed at time or cotton I cotton cottonginning ginned I 

IIoru· Kilowatt 
Percent Percent power .Mlnute! hours Pound, 

15.0 Loosa••••• 11.0 0.7 3.7 0.45 29.S 
Nos. 2J2. 204, Dried••••• 13.5 ••• do ....... 7.2 S.6 3.8 .41 29.0

{Undrled•• 

205. 200. 	210. Undrled .. 15.0 TI~ht..... 11.3 15.5 2.5 .48 29.0 
Dried..... 13.5 ...do....... 7.3 13.6 2.5 .42 28.9 

DRIER TEMPERATURE. 185° TO 200° F., COTTONS SHORTER THAN lJii INCHES 

{Undrled ••• 16.8 Loose..... 11. 0 0.1 4.1 0.46 29.9 
Nos. 203. 210. Dried..... H.1s •••do....... 7.8 7.0 4.2 .41 28.6 

217. 218. 229. 	 Undrled•• 16.8 Tlght..... 11.5 16.0 2.6 .52 30.2 
Dried ..... 14.8 •..do....... 8.2 12.1 2.0 .44 29.1 

DRIER TEMPERATURE. 1SOo F .• COTTONS Hii INCHES AND LONGER 

{Undrled•• 12. 2 Loose..... 8.6 0.2 4.1 0.47 29.6 
Nos. 200. 214. Dried••••• 10.6 •••do....... 8.2 8.7 4.4 .48 30.0 

226.227. 	 Undrled •• 12. 2 Tight..... 8.4 13.2 2.8 .46 20.2 
Dried..... 10.6 •..do....... 6.7 12.6 2.9 .41j 20.5 

DRIER TEMPERATURE. 1SOo F •• -COTTONS SnORTER TIIAN l~ii INCHES 

11.7 Loose..... 8.0 8.6 4.0 0.52 31.2 
Nos. 206. 223. Dried..... 10.6 ••• do ....... 0.8 8.8 4.3 .53 31.6

{Undrled .. 

229.243. 	 Undrled .. 11.7 ·l'lght. .... 8.3 12.5 3.3 .51 31.6 
Dried..... 10.6 •..do....... 6.7 12.0 3.5 .56 30.4 

I Includes reeder. gin SIlWS. Ilnd brush. 

'rhe power requirements for operating a gin stand have been found 
to be considerably less for ginning damp or wet seed cottons that have 
been dried than for ginning such cottons without drying. With a 
given seed-l'oil density, however, the time for ginning a given guantity 
of cotton was slightly increased. This increase in ginning tune pre
vents the reduction in energy consumed from being so great as would 
be the case if the ginning tunes were equal. Even so, the artificial 
~g caused the amount of energy consumed in ginning 100 pounds 
of long-staple cotton, having a high moisture content, to be reduced 
from 0.45 to 0,41 kilowatt hour when a loose seed roil was used, and 
from 0.48 to 0.42 kilowatt hour when a tight seed roil was used. This 
amounts to a reduction in the amount of energy consumed in ginning
in favor of the dried cotton of about 9 percent for the slow rate of feed 
and 12 percent for the fast rate of feed. Similar reductions in energy 
consumed in ginning portions of the high-moisture-content short
staple cottons, after drying, amounted to more than 10 percent for 
the loose-roil ginning and 15 percent for the tight-roil ginning. The 
greater reduction in power consumed for the shorter, as compared 
with that for the longer staple cotton, was perhaps a result of the 
average moisture content of the former (16.8 percent) being higher 
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than that of the latter (15.0 percent), rather than due to differences in 
staple length and seed-cotton characteristics for the two groups of 
cottons. 

With one ~xception, drying the seed cottons of lower moisture con
tent (11.7 to 12.2 percent), caused the energy consumed to be slightly 
increased in ginning both the long- and short-staple cottons. It is of 
interest that, for seed cottons of this range of moisture content, the 
drying reduced to some extent the horsepower requirements. How
ever, the additional time generally required to gin 100 pounds of this 
seed cotton resulted in consumption of slightly more energy in ginning 
the dried lots. 

Even though drying the seed cotton did not make any pronounced 
difference in the amount of energy consumed, the decrease in power 
requirements for ginning damp or wet seed cotton after drying is 
important from the standpoint of the load capacity of the power 
unit being used or installed. For example, drying the seed cotton 
at 1850 to 2000 F. reduced the power requirements for ginning the 
long-staple high-moisture-content cotton about 1 horsepower with 
the loose seed roll and about 2 horsepower with the tight seed roll. 
This would mean approximately 5- and 10-horsepower reductions, 
respectively, in the size of the power unit required for a 5- to 70-saw 
gin plant or over a lO-percent reduction in each case. 

The time required to gin 100 pounds of seed cotton of the various 
groupings was not in general noticeably changed by drying. The 
removal of moisture from the fiber by drying accounts in some cases 
for a lowering of the lint turn-out, particularly with thE:. cottons having 
higher moisture content. In the other cases, the seed were better 
cleaned of their fiber and the turn-out was increased. 

The ginning capacity may be somewhat increased by the use of 
the drier, in that a more rapid rate of feed without damage to the 
quality of the lint is possible with dry than with wet cotton. That 
is, by drying damp seed cotton it is possible to gin with a slightly 
tighter seed roll and still obtain a preparation as good as may be 
attained by ginning the cotton in a damp or wet condition and 
running with a much looser roll. Although the time required to 
gin a given quantity of seed cotton with the same seed-roll density 
is slightly increased owing to the fluffiness of the lint when the cotton 
is dried, this factor of time may be overcome, without damage to 
the quality elements of the lint, by a reasonable increase in the 
rate of feed. 

OTHER ADVANTAGES OF ARTIFICIALLY DRYING GREEN, DAMP, OR 
WET SEED COTTON 

It should be pointed out, in connection with the use of a drier, 
that ginning may be continued during damp or rainy weather with
out interruptions from mechanical difficulties, such as chockages and 
breakdowns, that so often arise in handling damp or wet seed cotton. 
When damp seed cotton requires cleaning, dryjng will facilitate that 
process by more economical operation of the cleaning equipment and 
by increasing its efficiency, since the removal of trash in the seed 
cotton is relatively easier when the cotton and foreign. matter are 
comparatively dry. . 
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Other indirect benefits of artificially drying damp or wet seed 
cottons are related particularly to the picking or harvesting activities 
under certain conditions. For example, by having a means for 
drying available at the gin, picking can be continued during damp 
weather and can begin sooner than otherwise would be desirable 
in fields having a rank growth or heavy foliage. Since potential 
quality in cotton deteriorates rapidly 14 when it is necessary, because 
of weather conditions, to allow open bolls to remain in the field 
unpicked, facilities for drying cotton picked during such unfavorable 
conditions can prevent an appreciable loss in quality to the crop 
that otherwise would be unavoidable. . 

Even when weather conditions are favorable for naturally drying 
seed cotton on the farm, the facilities and labor for such a procedure 
are costly items. It has been observed that under present farm 
organization, it is generally impracticable and expensive to dry seed 
cotton satisfactorily on the farm by sun-drying or storing it. On 
the other hand, observations made of commercial drying installations 
have shown that the operating cost per bale with the vertical drier 
amounted only to from 20 to 50 cents per bale. Artificial drying 
with such installations, therefore, promises to be one of the most 
practical and economical means for properly handling damp or wet 
seed cotton. Furthermore, the preliminary tests employing various 
farm methods of conditioning as previously described gave results 
which indicate that the quality benefits obtained with artificial 
drying when conducted in accordance with the recommended pro
cedure compare favorably with those obtained by sun-drying and 
storing seed cotton. 

SUMMARY 

Excess moisture in seed cotton has long been recognized as one of 
the most important of the many problems involved in cotton ginning. 
More recently, data have become available which confirm the serious
ness of this problem. For example, an estimate made for the ginning 
season of 1932, a season not considered unusual with respect to weather 
conditions, indicated that approximately one-third of the cotton 
1Yrs inches and longer in staple length, and about one-fifth of the 
cotton shorter than 1Yrs inches, was more or less damaged in the 
ginning process as a result of too much moisture in the seed cotton. 

A vertical drier (2) for artificially drying damp or wet seed cottons 
has been recently developed in an effort to provide means for reducing 
the damage attributed to this cause. 

Using 69 American upland cottons selected from the 1931, 1932, 
and 1933 crops to represent a wide range of seed-cotton charac
teristics, and employing the vertical drier, a series of studies was 
conducted with a view of determining (1) the relationships and the 
interrelationships between the moisture content of seed cotton, the 
resulting quality of ginned lint, the amount of moisture that may 
be removed bY' artificial drying without reduction of fiber quality, 
and the desirable mechanical operation of the gin stand when handling 
cottons of different moisture content, and (2) the proper drying 
temperatures for cottons of different moisture content. The seed 

14 NICKERSON, D., STUDIES OF COLOII IN RAW COTTON. A PRELIMINARY REPORT. U. 8. Dept. Agr.,
Bur. Agr. ECQc., 22 pp., 1033. [Mlmeographod.] 
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cottons were obtained from nine States including and extending 
from Georgia and the Carolinas to Texas. They varied in moisture 
content, from 6.8 to 26.4 percent; in staple length, from %inch 
to 1%2 inches; and they vaned widely in other characteristics. 

Portions of the seed cottons, dried and undried, were ginned on 
new and properly adjusted brush and air-blast types of gins at 

_ constant saw speeds and with loose and tight seed-roll densities (slow 
. and fast rates of feed, respectively). However, since the effects of 

drying were observed to be similar for the two types of gins, only 
the results for the brush type gin are presented in this bulletin. 

Engineering observations and records were made during the tests 
on ginning operation and time, power requirements and energy 
consumption, and weight of products. Samples reserved from 
various stages were analyzed for moisture content, fiber-length 
array, color, strength, and germination. The lint samples from 
each test were classed for staple length, and for grade and Its several 
factors-color, leaf, and preparation. 

The paired differences between undried and dried samples for 
each of the quality elements were grouped and were averaged by 2 
staple-length ~roups, long and short by 4 moisture-content groups, 
and by 4 drymg-temperature groups. Other groupings wore made 
for special purposes. 

The amount of moisture removed from seed cottons by drying at 
a temperature of 150° F. increased with increase in moisture content 
on the average from 1 pound per 100 pounds of seed cotton for those 
with less than 12 percent moisture to 3 pounds for those having 16 
percent or more. The amount of moisture removed at the higher 
temperatures was only slightly greater than that at 150°, J>resumably 
due to the relatively short period of exposure in the drier (15 seconds) 
and to the fact that the relative humidity of the air heated to the 
higher temperatures is not appreciably lower than that at 150°. 

The greater part of the drying action on seed cotton is confined 
to the fibers. The amount of moisture removed from lint per 100 
pounds by drying at 150° F. ranged from an average of 1.5 pounds 
for seed cottons below 12 percent in moisture to an average of 4 . 
pounds for those having 16 percent or more, and increased slightly 
with higher drying temperatures. 

The moisture content of seed cotton has a pronounced effect on 
the smoothness with which it is possible to gin the lint, successively 
lower preparation being associated with increases in moisture content. 
The unfavorable effects of ginning cottons with excess moisture are 
intensified. as the staple length of the cotton is increased and as the 
seed-roll density is changed from loose to tight. 

Average grade improvements, or the comoined influence of gener
ally smoother preparation and occasionally brighter color and 
reduced leaf, as a result of artificial drying, were more pronounced 
for the longer than for the shorter cottons. Drying at a temperature 
of 150° F. showed grade benefits ranging, on the average, from about 
one grade for either length group having 16 percent or more moisture, 
to approximately one-third of a grade for the longer cottons having 
8 to 11.9 percent and the shorter cottons having 12 to 15.9 percent 
moisture. Cottons having a moisture content below these respec
tiv~ limits did not show enough grade improvements to justify
drying.. 
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Staple length, on the average, was preserved when the seed cotton 
was dried at 1500 F., but higher drying temperatures were, in general, 
accomI>anied by ginned lint with slightly shorter staple length as 
shown by classification and with increased variability of fiber length. 
In many cases, drying temperatures above 2000 were associated with 
shortemng of staple to an extent of one thirty-second to one-sixteenth 
of an inch. 

Average fiber strength was not weakened by drying the tested seed 
cottons at temperatures up to 2000 F, but there appeared to be a 
slight weakening of the fibers when the material was dried twice in 
succession at 250 0 

• 

The temperature of the hot air at the inlet of the drier should not 
greatly exceed 1500 F., except for very wet cotton and then should 
seldom, if ever, exceed 2000 The critical temperature is reached • 

sooner with short-staple or lower moisture-content than with long
staple or higher moisture-content cottons respectively. 

Based on average grade and staple premiums and discounts at 
Memphis, Tenn., for the 1932-33 season (table 18), drying long-staple 
cottons of relatively high moisture, averaging 14 percent, increased 
the average monetary value per bale about $3, or 8 percent, when 
ginning with a loose seed roll, and $2, or 6 percent, with a tight roll. 
Drying and ginning with a loose roll increased the average value of the 
same cottons approxinlately $7, or 20 percent, as compared with that 
for corresponding portions ginned damp or wet with a tight seed roll. 
This latter practice is frequently customary in commercial ginning 
plants. Tables show that long-staple cottons, having an average of 
10.8 percent moisture, showed increases in value from drying of over 
$3, or 10 percent, when ginned with a loose seed roll, and $1, or 3 
percent, with a tight roll. Ginning portions with a loose seed roll 
after drying gave an increase in value of over $4, or 14 percent, as 
compared ,vjth the value of the cotton obtained ,vjth a tight seed roll 
without drying. 

With short-staple cottons of relatively hiah moisture, averaging 15 
percent, the average monetary value per ba1e was increased 67 cents, 
or almost 2 percent, by drying when ginned with a 'oose seed roll, and 
68 cents, or 2 percent, with a tight roll. The value of these cottons 
dried and ginned with a loose seed roll was higher by almost $1.50, 
or 4 percent, than that obtained when portions were ginned damp or 
wet with a tight seed roll. Shorter staple cottons, averaging 10.8 
percent in moisture, showed decreases in monetary value with drying. 

Although the actual differences in the weight of bales due to drying 
are not permanent, the loss in weight of the material has been con
sidered in the calculations showing changes in monetary value as a 
result of drying seed cotton. The results obtained from a storage 
test at Leland, Miss., have shown that under those conditions, the 
bale of tmdried (damp) material rapidly lost weight; that the dried 
material gained slightly, and that, at the end of 10 weeks, the bales 
differed in weight by only 4 pounds. Obviously, a consideration of 
any subsequent loss in weight of the undried bales and gain in weight 
of the dried bales during storage would have increased slightly the 
benefits in monetary value reported herein for artificial drying of 
damp or wet seed cotton. 

The beneficial effects of artificial drying, as shown by the differ
ences between paired samples, are considered as being probably of 
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smaller magnitude than would have resulted had machinery been 
used in these experiments that was more or less worn out or obsolete, 
or inadequately repaired, or improperly operated. 

The percentage germination of seed from portions of seed cotton 
dried at test temperatures was not reduced by drying; on the con
trary, the dried portions show germination of slightly higher per
centages. 

Facilities for artificial drying at the gin pennit cotton picking to be 
continued during damp seasons, and in fields of heavy foliage sooner 
than otherwise would be desirable. An opportunity is afforded by 
this means to handle cotton which heretofore has been left unpicked 
because of inadequate means for conditioning and ginning. 

Artificial drying of green, damp, or wet seed cotton enables con
tinuous operation of the gin without loss of time due to chokages or 
break-downs, allows a reasonable increase in ginning capacity at no 
loss of quality to the product, and affords a slight reduction in power 
req'lliremen t. 

The vertical drier offers satisfactory ~g volume and ma~i
mum. safety to both the product and the gmning plant, and the results 
thus far obta.ined with it compare favorably with those generally 
attributed to sun-drying and storing. In the light of present-day 
farm organization, this drier added to gin equipment gives promise 
of being one of the most practical and economical means for drying 
seed cotton. Observations made of commercial drying installations 
show that the operating cost of drying seed cotton amounts to only 
20 to 50 cents per bale. 

It seems reasonable to e~"pect that, when comparable operating 
conditions are employed, other designs of driers will give results 
generally in line with those presented herein for the vertical drier. 
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APPENDIX 


BASIC TABLES SHOWING ABSOLUTE VALUES OF PAIRED UNDRIED 
AND DRIED SAMPLES 

The influence of artificially drying seed cotton on the quality of lint is shown 
in tables 22 to 25 by the use of paired data. That is, each quality element was 
determined for the lint ginned from equal portions of the same seed cotton; one 
portion of. whieh was ginned without drying and the other portion ginned im
mediately after drying. A part of each of these portions of seed cotton was 
ginned with a loose seed roll and a part with a tight seed roll. The results, 
therefore, are paired data as between samples ginned with loose and tight seed 
roll as well as between samples ginned from undried and dried seed cottons. 

The data were classified into four tables on the basis of the temperature range 
at which a portion of each seed cotton was dried. The data for each seed cotton 
were then subdivided as follows: Staple length of the ginned lint, moisture con
tent of the undried seed cotton, and seed-roll density used in ginning. The aver
ages showing the moisture content of the seed cotton and of the ginned lint, and 
the averages for the quality elements were then calculated for both undried and 
dried samples for the number of eottons appearing in each group. 

The drier temperature gtoupings used are as follows: (1) 150° F., (2) 170° to 
200°, (3) 210° to 230°, and (4) 250°, and the results of drying seed cottons at 
each of these respective temperature ranges are shown in tables 22 to 25. The 
temperature range is that of the hot air at the inlet of the vertical drier. Two 
staple-length groups-lYs inches and longer, and shorlcr than lYs inches-were 
used. The moisture-content groupings selected were: (1) 16 percent and above. 
(2) 12 to 15.9, (3) 8 to 11.9, and (4) below 8 percent. 

The lots of seed cotton were groupcd for moisture content according to oven 
tests of the amount of moisture in each before drying in order to ascertain the 
amount of moisture removed by the different temperatures. The moisture con
tent was considered to be accurately measured in that repeated tests made on 
several divisions of each sample of seed cotton showed that the variability was 
usually below 10 percent. The moisture content of the ginned lint was also 
determined by oven tests and successive tests on different units of a single sample 
showed even less variation than was found in seed-cotton tests. 

In connection with these tables, the averages for the various quality elements, 
except those for preparation, in one moisture group of cottons should not be 
compared with corresponding averages for another moisture-content group on 
either the longer or shorter staple-length cottons, and averages for correspond
ing moisture groups of the longer and shorter cottons should not be compared, 
because the inherent qualities of the cottons, in many instances, are not the same. 
That preparation is a function of ginning, as influenced by the moisture content 
of the seed cotton and by the staple length, and that other factors are of minor 
consideration, make it possible to comparc the one element, prcparation, from 
various angles. 

The data are arranged in tables 22 to 25 with the quality of the paired un
dried and dried samples in alternate lines. The differences between these paired 
values have been shown in tables 7 to 16, in the text of the bulletin, and have 
served as the principal basis of discussion and conclusions with respect to the 
cotton-quality phases. 



TABLE 22.-Average effects of artificially drying seed cot/on at 1500 F. on certain lint-quality elements &; 
COTTONS l}jj INCHES AND LONGER 

Seed cotton 	 CondiTioll and QUlI!lt.Yof ginne,rUllt with respect to-

I 
Bl 

Laboratory measurement Classer's deslgnatlon1\[0!5' ~~;:. 
ture Seed.~oU con. Upper

Moisture content 	 Treat·Lot 	 con· density ten I . 'lunr. V!,~i· Prep. Grade (color,(percent) ment 	 StaploI~nt at after .Urll. Chroma tile abilIty Color Leat aru. leaf, and
hme of gin. hrlDL" I fiber of fiber tion lengthpreparation)
j(lnnillg ning lell~th length 


---------------------I ------- ------~~.....,C~'o<J...,.-I------I.--

Ix:Percenl Perce lit Unils [;nils Incha Pucenl indl!!: indl!!: index Inchea 

Undried••. 16.3 Loose..... m.1 8.5.1 1.89 1.243 92.7 4.7 4.3 8.0 M.+C. HI.+ ~ 
16.0alldaoove_._•• _.1 Nos. 105,113,205••••••••1£~~~io-,L ~~:: 'Ti~~it::=:: ~:t ~:~g ~:gg U~ ~:t g g gJ S'~~+J.= m:±{	 ~ Dried•••_. 13.4 ••.do._ •• _.. i.O 8.5-\ 1.93 1.259 90.0 4.3 4.3 7.0 s. M.-C+ 171.+ 

UOdried___ 14.0 Loose.._.. U.5 8.62 1.84 1.250 S6.2 4.3 4.3 7.5 S. M.-C. Hi. Q12.0 to 15.11.-_._._..... "' Nos. 107,121,104,219,/ Dried_••_. 12.2 ...do.•••_.. 7.0 S.70 1.76 1.249 84.8 4.3 4.3 5.0 S. M.-B. 1'1'11
204,108. Uodrled___ 14.0 'l'ight._... 0.6 8.64 I.S1 1.241 82.6 4.3 4.3 8.2 S. M.-C. 1710{

Dried_____ 12. 2 ._.tlo.•.__ • 7.5 - S.65 1. 80 1. 244 87.2 4.3 4.3 0.8 S. M.-C.+ H,.+ C71 
UOdried... 10. S Loose. __._ 7.8 8.42 l. 74 l.241 100.1 5.5 5.3 ii.S 1\J.-B.- Hh+ o 

B.Oto 11.9. ______••__._-' Nos. 118, 123, 134, 144,/ Drie'!_____ 9.7 .•;do._.•__• ~.4 ~.~3 1. ~~ 1.234 102.6 5.3 5.3 ~.2 M.-B. 1%. ~ 
{126,215. 	 Undned__• 10.3 'Ilght__ ••• ..Ji 8.39 1.1.1 1.237 94.2 5.5 5.3 1.5 M.-C. 1%.-

Dried____• 9.1 .••do__•___ • 5.8 lUI 1.74. I.2'Jl 97.7 5.3 5.3 7.2 M.-C.+ 1~'2 ~ 
?l 

Below S.O---···-··-·..l····-··········--·-·-···Im~~~;~~~~ ~~~~:~~~ :~~i~~~~~:: ~~~~~~~~ ~~:::~:~ :~~~~~~:~ ~~~~~~~~ :~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
t;:j 
t:::l 

COTTONS SHORTER 'I'HAN 1~~ INClJES ~ {UOdried.__ HI. 2 Loose._ ••• 13.3 8.54 2.13 1.037 84.S 5.0 4.6 7.2 S.L.M.+ 1
111.0 and abo\"~_.____•• Nos. 131, 217, 218, 220, Dried. __•• 15.8 • __ <10_•••_•• 9.0 S. i3 2.03 ].042 77.8 4.6 4.2 5.2 1\1.+ 1 o221. 	 Undrled._ 19.2 'l'~hL___ • 1:1.3 8.51 2.15 1. (J;!8 74.7 5.2 4.0 8.8 S. L.1\L- 1-Drled.____ ___ _ 	 I:!j

o~._._..]5.8 9. ] 8.68 2.09 1.045 16.3 4.8 4.4 i.O M.- 1
{Undrled_•• 13.6 Looso•• __ • 8.9 8.50 1.90 1.012 78.8 4.1 3.9 6.1 M.+ 1+12.0 to 15.9_____•__..... Dried.___ • __ .do______ • 	 :>Nos. 109, 112, 119, 120, 12.1 O.S 8.50 ].89 1.00S 83.2 4.3 4.Q 5.0 S.M.- 1+

12'2, 133, 139. Undrled_•• 13.6 Tif,bL... 9.0 8.50 1.90 1.006 82.8 4.4 4.4 7.6 S.L.M.+ 1+ ___( 0_..___ .. _Dried••__• 12.1 fc j 8. 52 1.90 1.002 86.0 4.4 4.1 5.9 M.+ 1Loose____•{Undried__• 10.9 8.0 8.55 1.93 1.053 78.5 4.8 4.8 5.2 M. 1+.0 to n.D__•___••••__•• Nos. 115, 142, 145, 200, Drled___•• U.8 ._.do_•••___ O.S 8.56 2.00 1.040 89.1 4.8 4.7 5.0 M.+ 1 

223,243. Undricd••• 10.9 'l'~ht. __.. 8.1 8. 52 1.95 1.0sa 85.0 5.0 5.0 6.2 M.- 1+
Dried.____ 9.8 • __ 0_•••••• 0.5 ~.51 1.93 1.0.19 83.0 5.0 5.0 5,5 M.- 1 


ndried 1.9 Looso._••• 5.4 8.68 2.03 •935 84.0 3.5 3.5 4.0 S.M.+ 1M•

Drled••_._ .do___••_.BelowS.O__•__•••• _____ 	 Nos. 101,228.___••_____• .- 7.6 5.0 8.70 2.07 .046 93.4 3.5 3.5 3.5 S.M.+ 1M. 
Undrled... 7.9 'l'ight.._•• 6.·1 8.62 1.98 • 918 81.9 4.0 4.0 6.5 M.+ 1M•
Drled_____ _ .--1-6 ._.do..._•• _ 4.9 S 66 2.07 .954 91.S 3.5 3.5 5.0 S.M. IH.
r	 I 

I Brillillnco readings are made on tbe entire surface of cotton samples and runge from Ilpproxlmately 7.0 to 11.0 on a scale which extends 10 equal steps from 0, which Is black. to 
10, wbich Is white. 

'\ " 
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TABLE 23.-Average effects of artificially drying seed cotton at 1700 to 2000 F., on certain lint-quality elements 

COTTONS Hs INCDES AND LONGER 

Seed cotton Condition al1<1 quality of ginned lint with respect to 

1\fois· Laboratory measurements Classer's designation 
tnro Seed·roll 

lIIois ture 	 t:rJ7 
con· Upper].tolsture content T!~!lt· eon- <Iensity 	 Varl·Lot 	 tont llril· quar· Prep- Grade (color, ~:(percent) ment tent at 	 ability Staple
~Cter liullce t Chroma tile Color Leaf am· leaf, and t:rJ.time of 	 of fiber lengthgin- fiber 	 tion prepartalon)ginning 	 lengtb
nin~ len~th 	 .~ 

Cod. Code . Code 
Percent Ptrcenl Unit. Unit. Inche. Ptrctnl index Index index Inche! O· 

"!I16.6 Loose••_•• 10.9 8.60 1.90 1.231 91.4 ~.5 4.2 8.0 S.M.-C. Hh+{Undried ••
16.0 and above_.__••_•• Nos. 105,205,113,202.•.__ Dried.__•• 13.4 •.•do••••_._ 6.4 8.66 I.S9 1.226 91.0 4.2 4.2 5.5 S.M.-B.- Hi.-

Undried._. 16.6 Tir,ht ••- .• 10.6 8.54 1.91 1.241 87.4 4.5 4.2 9.5 S.lII.-D.+ Hi. ~,
"~_( o~ ....____Dried•••_. 13.4 7.7 8.57 1.94 I. 2~7 95.4 4.2 4.2 7.0 S.M.-C.+ Hi. 8'

{Undried._ 14.0 Loose••••• 9.5 8.02 1.84 1.250 86.2 4.3 4.3 7.5 S.M.-C. Hi. ... 
12.0 to 15.0_••_. __••••• _ N as. 1~, 107, 108, 121, ~, Dried.••__ 11.8 •_.do••••___ 6.4 8.69 1.75 1.240 87.5 4.2 4.2 5.0 S.M.-D• Hi.- "!Ii...219. 	 Undrie(!... 14.0 'I'iltht_._•• 0.6 8.64 1.81 1.241 82.6 4.3 4.3 8.2 S.M.-C. Hio oDried._••• 11.8 ...do ._••_ n.3 S.67 1.82 1.236 90.0 4.2 4.2 0.3 S.M.-D.- Hio

{Undried.__ 10.7 7.3 8.46 1.75 1.216 99.5 5.3 5.5 5.5 M.-D.- Hi.l,ooso_.___ 
S.O to 11.9•••_.••_•••••• 	Nos. 60,118,123,134, 144, Drled._••• 8.5 •• (10..._••• 5.2 8.47 1.73 1.197 103.9 5.3 5.3 5.2 M.-B. Hi.

215. 	 Undried... 10.7 'l'ight. ____ 7.2 8.44 1. 75 1.224 94.7 5.3 5.5 7.2 M.-C.+ HS2- ~ 
Dried.__• 8.5 ...do.__._•• 4.9 8.46 1.72 1.194 103.4 5.3 5.3 0.2 M.-D.- I~H ~. 

{Undried••• i.5 Looso _____ 0.2 8.67 1.71 1.218 84.4 4.0 4.0 5.0 S.M.B. Hs
Delow 8.0._.______• ___• 	 No. 62...__.... _..___________• t:fDried __• __ 6.4 ...do••••__• 4.4 8.80 1.54 1.198 100.1 4.0 4.0 5.0 S.M.B. Hi 


Undried... 7.5 1.'j~ht__ ...... 6.5 8.74 1.71 1.19t 85.8 5.0 5.0 5.0 M.B. Hi ~. 


Dried••••. n.t ...do....... 4.4 1 8~ i2 1.54 1.185 94.2 4.0 4.0 5.0 S.M.B. I~ >< 

-----_ .. 

COTTON SIlOR'l'ER TIUN 1% INCHES 	 z~ 
Undrled.__ ~'O.:I Loose••••• 12.9 8.46 2.13 1.059 79.5 5.2 4.3 7.3 S.L.M.+ 1+ 

~. 

16.0 and abo,·e. __ ......! Nos. 47, 131,203,217,218, IDried __.__ 16.9 ... do....... .8.5 8.60 2. 08 1.~S 74.6 4.5 4. a 5.3 M.+ 1 

221. 	 {Undried.__ 20.3 Ti/:hl.. __ • 13.5 8.46 2.16 1.064 71.2 5.2 4.5 9.0 S. L. M.- 1+ gj 

Dried._.__ 16.0 .••do..... __ S.5 8.56 2.14 1. OS6 77.7 4.5 4.0 6.3 M. 1+ 
Undried••• 13.6 Loose._ ••. S.8 8.51 I.SS 1.027 SO. 7 4.1 3.9 6.1 M.+ H3'- ~ 

12.0 to 15.9._. __ ••••••••1 Nos. 109, 112, U9, 120, 122'1 Dried_.__• 11..') ...do..._... 5.9 8.52 1.87 1.017 86.0 4.1 4.0 4.9 S. M.- 1 
133,137,139. 	 {Undried.__ 13.6 'l'il:ht.____ 9.1 8.50 I.SS 1.027 82.8 4.4 4.4 7.5 M.- 1~2- o 

Dried____• 11.5 •••do. __ .___ S. 9 8.50 I. SS 1.006 SS.9 4.2 4. I 5.6 M.+ 1 o 
Undried___ 10.8 Loose..... 8.2 8.58 1.89 1.020 N.7 4.0 4.0 5.3 S. M.- 1+ 

8.0 to 11.9__•________._.1 Nos. 115, 142, 145..__••_.1 Drieq_._.. 9.1 __ ;!Io.__.... 5.~ 8.57 1.90 1.010 80.S 4.0 4.n ~.O S.M.- 3H.+ ~ 
{Undrled_.. 10.8 'I,ghl.____ 8..1 8.56 1.80 1.009 80.1 4.3 4.3 1.3 1\1.- 1+ o 
Dried..___ 9.1 ...do.••_... 5.5 8.55 1.90 1.006 82.0 4.3 4.3 6.0 M. '~2 Z 

Below 8.0··_· __••__• __ ·1···__····____···_·..·_·..·1{~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~.,·~If~:::::~=~~~:~~~ ~~~~.~~~L~~~~=~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~: :~~~:~~~ ~~~~~~~~ :::~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
, Brilliance readings are made on the entire SUrfUL'6 of L'Otton samples anti range rrolll approximutely 7.0 to 9.0 on 11 sClllo which oxtends In e'lllni steps from 0, which Is black, to en 

10, whieb is wbite. 1:0



8 TABLE 24.-Average effects 01 artificially drying seed colton at 2100 to 2300 F., on certain lint quality elements 

COTTONS 1l~ INCH ES AND J,ONOEJ~ 

Seed cotton 	 Condition and Quality or J(lnned lint with respect to ~ 
111015' Lnbonltory measuremsnt Classer's designation~l()is· ture 	 @

tUre Seed·roU con· Upper"Moisture content rl\rent- con- density 	 Vael·Lot 	 lent <junr· Prep- Onida (color. ~ (perront) mcnt tent at nril· abilily 	 Siaplenller Chrollla tile Color Lellr am· lenf. andtimaM lillrwo' of fiber 	 lengthJ(!n· fiber 	 tlon prepnmtion)ginning 	 length
len~th 	 ~ ~ ------------ '""COiit Cod. COli. 	 b:1Percent Percent Unit! Unit.! Inche! Pacenl lndcr Index Iuder Inthea 

{Undried ... ID.I 1.00so••... 11.0 8.61 2.01 1.325 86.3 4.0 4.0 7.6 S. )\[.-0. Hio+ 
Dried •. '" 15. 4 •. <fo...... 7.5 S.6S 1.91 I.als 85.5 3.1l 4.0 5.6 S.lIL-n.- Hf.If>.O and over•.••••• "•.• Nos. 35. 36, 39,205.211_. Undrled... 19.1 rrl~ht ... ~ 11.7 8.56 2.00 1.323 83.3 4.2 4.2 8.0 S.M.-O. Hio-
Dried •.••• 15.4 ...do ....... '1.8 S.65 1.96 1.312 84.0 4.0 4.0 0.8 S.M.-O.+ 1:1'£0

{Ulltlrled ••• I:!.7 I.oose.", . 10.0 3.72 J.79 J.279 81.7 4.3 4.3 7.7 S.M.-C. I~.-
Dried. __• 10.5 .. do ...... 6.9 8.90 l.n5 1.201 81.5 4.3 4.3 5.0 S.M.-D. Hio i12.0 to 16.9•••••••••.••• Nos. 20-1, 200,.219._~ ..... _.._ Undrietl... la.7 'l'ight. .... 10.2 8.73 1.70 1.268 82.4 4.3 4.3 8.7 S.M.-O.- I~.-

Dried ..... 10.5 do...... G.O s. i5 I. 70 1.248 90.5 4.3 4.:1 fl. 7 S.M.-O. Hio ~ 


{Undrfed... ]1.6 I ..oosc~ .. "- __ 8.0 8.74 1. 7:1 1.297 85.3 3.8 3.0 5.4 S.M.+n. I~.- o 
Dried..... 10.2 •• (hI .... " 5.8 8.80 \.09 1.270 91.4 3.4 3.4 5.0 O.M.-ll. IHo ~C1:> 

8.0 to 11.9.............. N'os~ 40, 56, 215, 2'20, Z27_ 
 Undrled ... 11.6 'l'ight..... 8.0 8.70 1.70 1.286 8-1.8 3.S 3.0 0.2 S.M.+D.- IHo+ 
Dried,.". .10.2 . do" __ . ".8 8. ii 1.73 1.208 91.9 3.S :1.8 5~2 S.M.+D. IH.+ 5=l 

{Undried... 7.3 l~oosc ...... _. ,1.8 8.64 1.81 1.287 91.9 3.0 :1.0 4.7 G.M, B.- 1310-
Dried•. ' •. 5.4 . flo ..•••• 3.4 8.01 1.81 1.293 90.4 3.0 3.7 4.0 C1.M.-B.- 1~~+ !'IlDelowS.O. Nos. 48.51,51 ~ -~ ..'"*""" Undried .. "I 7.3 'I~ight." "' .... _ 5.7 8.110 1.81 1.2116 80.6 :1.3 :1.7 4.7 S.M.+B. 1%. 

f Dried . , 5.4 __ do. ".' 3. I 8.65 I.SI 1.2;3 97.9 :1.3 :1.7 ·/.O S.M.+n. H:i.+----	 ~ 
C'O'l"I'ONS SHOll'['[m 'l'IlAlS Jl§ I:NCIIES 

-------, ·f'tlflriCd. 	 20w5 I.Qose.... \:1.-1 S.:l7 2.06 I.om ii.7 5.4 5 'I 7~ !! S. L. 1If. I- ~ 
Ut8 ••do...... 7.5 8.50 2.0L 1.0116 73.8 4.6 4.4 5.2 1If.+ 110. ) nnd over."......... Nos. 41, 65, 217, 218. 221. 8~~~~t)(C.: !..>O. :; ·l'ighL.... 13.4 8.35 2.06 1.059 i2.5 5.0 5.0 ltG S. L.lIl.- I 
 ~ 

Dtied, '._ W.S ...do...... 8.0 8. 42 2.01 1.080 77.6 4.S 4.4 6.4 :M. 3~§,+ 

frndticIL [.1. 7 Loose•.••• 9.0 8.-17 1.79 1.106 83.0 4.5 4.5 5.8 1\1. Hft.+ ~ 
f)rled ••• ~ • 12.0 •.•do...... G.5 8.60 1.82 1.081 8·1.0 4.5 4.5 5.0 M.+ !ht:!12. ) to 15.9 ... "" '" . Nos. 78, llfi, 210, ~)!!{L .. "'" .. I'ndried.. H.7 'l'iJ:hL. ". 9.S 8.·1:1 I.S:! 1.0115 81.9 4.8 4.8 O.S 1Ir.- 1l5! .~ 
Dtie(l ••• ~ 12.0 ... do...... 6.2 8.48 1.8:1 1.070 8·1.4 4.8 4.8 0.2 M.- 1+ 

frndried ... 10.9 I,ooso..... H.9 8.51 1.76 •070 65~ 3 4.5 ·1.0 ~.O S.M.- 3~S• o 
Dried ..... 8.5 ... do...... 5.0 8.60 1.82 .1191 7:1.0 4.5 ·1.0 5.0 S.M.- 3~S.8.0 to 11.9.............. Nos. 46, .5S.~_H_ .. _.. ~ .. ,, __ 
 Undricd... 10.9 '1'i~ht..... G.7 8.M 1.77 .9711 70.8 4.5 4.0 5.0 M.+ J§{.+ 
Dried ..... 8.5 ••do...... 5 • .1 8.53 1.81 ,!roo 72. 0 4.5 4.0 5.0 lIL+ r§{o+ ;7.5 l ..oose ... .... ~ 5.8 8.m I.S'.! 1,000S 89.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 lI1.+ Hio-
Dried..... fl. 6 •• do ...... 4. i 8,;;''> J.85 J.076 U2.0 4.0 4.0 S.O S.M.- 3~5.+

{Untitied". 
Be 10\\'8.0.............. N'os. 53. 59.............. 	 t;tj
Undrled ••• 7.5 rril:ht .. _"". 6.1 8.62 1.81 J.08·1 8-1.8 4.5 4.5 5.5 1I£.+ 1).-10-

Drie.\. .. Ii. 6 . do...... -
4. -I 8.59 

-
1.85 L{)(iS 011.3 

-
4.0 4.0 __6.5 

-
M.- 3~"+ 

I Brillinnce rendings IIrO mnde on tho cnUro surrnc~ or cotton slim pies nnd runge rcoUl njlproxhnll(Q!Y 7.0 (0 0.0 on II scale which extends in equul steps rroIU 0, whlell is black. to 
10, which is while. 

'\ 	 •• 



~.t 	 Ii 

TABLE 25.-Average effects of artificially drying seed cot/on at f50 0 F., on certain lint quality elementll 	 '" 
COTTONS U' INCHES AND LONGER 

Seed cotton Condmon and qiiSiity of ginnedUrifwith respect to 

Laboratory measurements Classer's designation 
Mols- ~~~::. to:!
ture Seed·ro)) con- Upper

Moisture content Trent· con· density tent. quar- Varl- Prep. Grade (color,
(peroont) Lot ment t~lIt nt niter .llnl. Chromn tile ability Color Leaf ara· leaf, and Staple ~ length 

gllllllDg ning length length ~ 
t!",c.of gill' hnllce I fiber of fiber tion preparation) 

1----1 	 --- ------- --- Code Code Code I 	 oPercent Percent Unil. Unil. Inche. Perctnt Inda Inda index Inche, o:g
Undried__ 16.4 Loose•••__ 9.6 8.60 1.80 1.201 92.4 4.0 4.0 8.0 S. M. C. Hi. 

16.0 and over._ ••• ___ ••.! NO.10L ••_••____._•••• 1 B~J~liid:: 1~: ~ 'Tfiiht~::: ~: ~ g: ~~ I: g~ I: 199 ~: ~ t g tg ~: g ~: ~t g:- m! > 
{
Dried_ ••_. 13.5 ._._.do____ 6.0 8.62 1.82 1.206 107.9 4.0 4.0 8.0 S. M. C. Hh ~ 
Undried._ 14.0 Loose.____ 9.0 8.60 1.77 1. 246 84.4 4.5 4.5 i.O M.+C.+ Hi. :;;

120to1599 I Nos 107 121 I Dried_.... 11.0 ••... do__ •• 5.4 8.64 1.76 1.2M 89.2 4.0 4.0 5.0 S.M.D.+ HIo- ... . . .--••••••-.. . , .--•••-.--.. Undried.. 14.0 Tight._._. A.9 8.60 1.77 1.248 72. 6 4.5 4.5 8.0 M.+C. Hb{	 o
Dried•••__ 11.0 •• __.do____ 5.3 8.62 1.7S 1.242 86.0 4.5 4.5 6.0 M.+D.- Hi. 
Undried.. 10.5 Loose..... 6.8 8.39 1.75 1.218 103.5 5.7 6.0 6.3 S.L.M.+D.- Hi.+ ~ 

8010119 I Nos 1181231" I Dried ..••• 8.4 ...•do._ •• 4.8 8.39 l.i5 1.191 110.3 5.7 5.7 5.3 S.L.M.+D. I~.-
• • ••••••••••-... .,' n._•••___ Undried__ 10.5 TighL. __• 6.8 8.38 1.76 1.214 103.8 5.7 6.0 7.0 S. L. M.+C.+ l~i2+ ~ {

Dried. __• 8.4 ._._.do____ 4.9 8.35 1.75 1.186 1ll.1 6.0 6.0 6.3 S.L.M.D.- Ufi+ ~ 

t:::I 

Below S.O--·-·--···----I----·-·····---··-·-··-·--·I{§E~~::~~:: =~~~~~~~ :~~i~~~~~ :~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~:~=~j:~~~:=~~ ~~:~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: ~~~~~~~~ ~ 
COTTONS SIIORTER TITAN l}fi INCHES Z 

I:;)
Undried.. 16.2 Loose••• __ 11.3 8.53 1.98 1.017 91.4 5.0 4,0 8.0 S. L. M.+ '~i. 

T Dried_._._ 11.6 ___ ••do____ 5.S 8.51 2.13 .09t 91.1 5.0 4.0 5.0 ?£.+ ,~{.
16.0andover•••••_•••_1 NO.13L. ___._._•••••__.1 Undried__ 16.2 Ti~ht__ ••• 11.6 8.52 1.98 .999 76.2 5.0 4.0 9.0 S. L.M. 'H. ~ {

Dried ___ ._ 11.6 •..••do._.. 6.4 8.45 2.15 .981 83.5 5.0 4.0 6.0 M. 'H. to:! 
Undried•• 13.7 Loose____• 8.7 8.M 1.83 1.037 78.6 4.1 3.0 6.1 M.+ H:12 t:::I 

12.0 to 15.9._._••___••_.1 Nos. 112, 119, 120., 122'j Dried..... 11.1 ••.•.do __•. 4.9 8.S5 1.85 1.026 90.2 4.1 4.0 4.. S.l\1.- 1 
{133,137,139•• _____._ .• 	Undried.. 13.7 'right. __•• 9.1 8.52 1.83 1.037 81.1 4.4 4.4 7.4 1.f.- US. o 
Dried••_.. 11.1 .....do. __• 5.1 8.52 1.84 1.030 84.3 4.1 4.0 5.;- M.-! 1 o 
Undried._ 10.8 Loose..... 8.2 8.58 I.S9 1.020 73.7 4.0 4.0 5.3 S.l\1.- 1+ 

T 	 Dried __••_ 9.0 •• _••do ___ • 5.3 8.M 1.90 1.003 92.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 8.1\f.- ·~5. ~ 
8.0 to 11.9._ ••••___._._.1 Nos.1I5,142,145·.__••••1 Undried.. 10.8 Tight. ___• 8.3 8.56 1.89 1.009 ~Q;1 4.3 4.3 7.3· ).[.- 1+ o

{
Dried..... 9.0 •••••do__ •• 5.0 8.M 1.00 1.005 51.0 4.3 4.3 5.• ; M.+ ·~i. Z 

Delow 8.0.-.-••--••--••I.-..--.-----.---.------_--I{~~J~~~~~:::.::::: '~~1r~:~=:l:~:~~~::i:~:~:~· _~::: :::~:~:: ~~~~~~:' :~~~:~:: ~~~~~~~~ ~~::::' I :~~:~~.~;;~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
I Drilliance readings nre made O!l the entire surface of cotton snmpies and range from approximately 7.0 to 0.0 on n scale whIch extends in e'lnal steps from 0, which is black to ~ 

10, which is white. ~ 

http:t!",c.of
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